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3S T U D Y  G U I D E

T H E  L I FE  W E  LO N G  TO  L I V E:

the yoke



We are delighted that you have joined us for this exciting journey of 

unpacking Jesus’ Great Invitation into His yoke. No matter who we 

are or where we are in our faith journeys, we can all sense that there 

is a gap between the life we long to live and the life we live. We long 

to close that gap, yet even our best efforts still leave us far short 

of the life we sense we were made for. The yoke is good news for 

those unmet longings.

From the beginning of Christ Community, Jesus’ yoke has been central 

to understanding the life Jesus is calling us to live. The yoke may be a 

strange, distant metaphor for many of us, but, as we spend the next 

six weeks examining Jesus’ invitation, our prayer is that you will see 

that Jesus has not just invited you to follow a list of rules, but enter into 

life with Him, side by side, eye to eye, as He leads you to the life you 

long for.

Jesus’ Great Invitation in Matthew 11:28-30 is the invitation back into 

the life you were made for, an invitation to return to the life you long for. 

Entering the yoke is how we actually can live the life we long to live.

Senior Pastors & Campus Pastors

Christ Community

I N T R O D U C T I O N



How to use this book:

As we begin this journey together, here is a helpful layout of each session, 

what to expect, what’s coming, and how to get the most out of this study!

Reading:  Each session has a short chapter to read to help introduce you 

to the key Scriptures that have helped shape our understanding of the yoke.

Re�ection:  After reading, there are questions that enable you to reflect, 

meditate, and dwell on the text and ideas behind Jesus’ invitation.

Disciplines:  Each session also has a spiritual discipline attached to it 

(i.e., fasting, Scripture memorization, prayer, etc.) that we encourage 

you to practice during the week of that session. These practices are 

central to Jesus’ yoke. Look ahead so you can be prepared to engage in 

those practices!

Small Group Time:  Each session will have an 8-9 minute video to watch, 

followed by discussion and a guided prayer time. This small group time 

will allow space for you to engage alongside and learn from others who 

have meditated and reflected on the same things you have been reading 

and practicing.  
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the great invitation

T H E  YO K E : the great invitation 9

  R E A D I N G

Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me, for I am gentle and lowly 

in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. (Matthew 11:29)

Oksano Bauyo was the winner of the women’s figure skating gold medal in 

the 1994 winter Olympic games in Lillehammer, Norway. With a stunning 

performance of athletic perfection, this sixteen-year-old girl from Russia edged 

out the favored American skater, Nancy Kerrigan, and skated to the top of the 

world. Fame and fortune arrived, but true fulfillment did not! 

Driving her new $100,000 Mercedes, Oksano crashed into a tree and was 

arrested for drunk driving. Like her shiny car, Oksano’s life was spinning out of 

control, heading for a devastating crash. 

On a 48 Hours television special highlighting the winter Olympic games in 

Nagano, Japan, Oksano was interviewed by Susan Spencer. Behind a video 

collage of her spectacular athletic achievements, we heard whimpers of a 

languishing soul. Oksano talked about her tragic fall from skating grace, fueled 

T O M  N E L S O N
 Senior Pastor

Excerpt from Five Smooth Stones1 by Tom Nelson
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by her alcohol abuse. Susan Spencer looked Oksano directly in the eyes and 

with compassionate incredulity asked her, “Why did you drink?” 

Without batting an eyelash, Oksano candidly replied, “To feel good 

about myself.”2 

As I was drawn into this compelling interview, I was deeply moved by 

recognizing a reality we are often reluctant to admit: The deepest longings of 

our soul—our longing for love, meaning, significance, security, contentment, 

fulfillment, beauty, and wonder—are not found in the fame or fortune of 

this world. 

Like mirages in a desert, fame and fortune beckon our parched souls. 

Deceptive images of power, prestige, prosperity, and pleasure entice us. With 

reckless abandon we chase them across desert dunes of time, only to see the 

empty, meaningless visions dissipate before our eyes.

In the mirror of Oksano Bauyo’s languishing soul, we see a haunting shadow of 

our own souls. Listening to the cries of her heart, we hear the quiet whimpering 

of our own hearts. 

In his book The Call, Os Guinness echoed the cries of our hearts when 

he observed, “The trouble is that as modern people we have too much to 

live with and too little to live for… in the midst of material plenty we have 

spiritual poverty.”3

Doug Webster, author of The Easy Yoke, also observed the emptiness of our 

lives: “A strange paradox afflicts modern life. On the one hand, we have never 

had it so good; on the other, we have never been so empty… It is the best 

of times for recreation, the worst of times for righteousness. It is the best of 

times for healthcare, the worst of times for wholeness. It is the best of times for 

technology, the worst of times for truth.”4
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Where is our emptiness filled? How are the deepest longings of our souls 

satisfied? Where is wholeness of soul found? 

The Path to Wholeness of Soul

I believe the answer is found in what A.W. Tozer first described as 

“the rediscovery of a bedridden truth.” Tozer wrote, “Bedridden truths are 

those often familiar words that lose all power of truth and lie bedridden in 

the dormitory of our languishing souls.” 

One bedridden truth that has transformed my spiritual journey is found in 

Christ’s words: 

At that time Jesus declared, “I thank you, Father, Lord of heaven 

and earth, that you have hidden these things from the wise and 

understanding and revealed them to little children; yes, Father, for 

such was your gracious will. All things have been handed over to me 

by my Father, and no one knows the Son except the Father, and no 

one knows the Father except the Son and anyone to whom the Son 

chooses to reveal him. 

Come to me, all who labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you 

rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me, for I am gentle and 

lowly in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy, 

and my burden is light.” (Matthew 11:25-30)

In these verses, Jesus gave us what I like to call, “The Great Invitation.” Danish 

philosopher and devout Christian Søren Kierkegaard captures the significance 

I place on this bedridden truth. “The thing is to understand myself to see what 

God really wants me to do, the thing is to find a truth which is true for me, to 

find the idea for which I can live and die,” Kierkegaard wrote in his journal. The 

Great Invitation is just such a truth! 
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In examining The Great Invitation, let’s look at three foundational questions:

 � Who is Jesus?

 � What does Jesus invite us to do?

 � What does Jesus promise to those who are yoked with Him?

 �Who is Jesus? 

In a moment of praise to the Father, Jesus reiterates the truth that authentic 

spirituality demands our souls be infused with life from above in spiritual birth. 

Reason and intelligence alone will not transform the human soul. Religious 

works cannot do it. Self-renovation or sincere reformation will not bring spiritual 

birth. We must come to God with the heart of a child and be born again. 

Like a light bulb, the human soul—no matter how hard it tries or how good its 

intentions—cannot experience true light alone. It must have an energy source 

beyond itself. 

In Matthew 11:27, as a member of the Triune Godhead, Jesus emphasized His 

absolute deity, power, and authority. Notice, in verse 27, Jesus declared that 

only through Him can the human soul know God. “All things have been handed 

over to me by my Father, and no one knows the Son except the Father, and no 

one knows the Father except the Son and anyone to whom the Son chooses 

to reveal him.”

Jesus didn’t stutter. He was absolutely clear. In verse 27, Jesus repeated 

the word “know” twice. This word suggests not merely a person’s general 

cognitive knowledge, but an intimate relationship. 
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Jesus did not claim to be some mere prophet or spiritual guru. He claimed 

to be God. He claimed to be the only way to God. In John 14:6, Jesus said, 

“I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except 

through me.” 

Jesus’ disciples got the message. In Acts 4:12, Peter told all of Jerusalem, 

“And there is salvation in no one else, for there is no other name under heaven 

given among men by which we must be saved.” 

How we answer the question, “Who is Jesus?” will determine the direction of 

our spiritual journey and our spiritual destiny. 

In Faith’s Hot Seat

The large university lecture hall was packed with students dutifully taking 

notes. Day after day, the professor droned on about the development of 

Western civilization, carefully inserting ideological barbs designed to leave a 

lasting mark on impressionable minds and hearts.

Finally, he reached the subject of political/religious movements in the first 

century. As a follower of Christ, I sat in my chair, eager to hear what he would 

say about Jesus. I was sure he could not avoid talking about Jesus, but I 

was not prepared for what he would say. In a vitriolic manner, this professor 

blatantly abandoned any historical objectivity and created a very negative 

caricature of Jesus. He assaulted the historicity of the New Testament writers 

and attacked everything I believed. 

As I continued to listen to this professor paint such a negative picture of Jesus 

and his followers, my heart pounded, my stomach did flip-flops. I squirmed in 

my seat. When the professor called Jesus a deluded joker, I couldn’t stand it 

anymore. Amid a sea of stunned students, I raised my hand. Silence blanketed 

the lecture hall as the professor saw my hand. Irritated at my interruption, he 

abruptly asked if I had a question. I am not exactly sure what I said; I only know 
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time seemed to be suspended. I blurted something like, “Sir, I don’t think it 

is fair or historically objective to characterize Jesus of Nazareth as a deluded 

joker when his life and teaching have so profoundly shaped and continue to 

shape Western civilization.” 

The professor responded with those dreaded words. “I want to see you in my 

office after class.” I don’t think I heard a word of the rest of his lecture. I could 

only think about the serious trouble I was in with this guy. 

After the class was finally over, I walked to his office. I felt like I was on the 

death row march. I mustered the courage to knock on his door. He told me to 

come in, to shut the door, and to sit down. As I sat, my heart began to race all 

over again. My professor asked my name and said, “You must be a follower 

of Jesus.” 

“Yes, I am,” I squeaked. 

There I was, perched on the hot seat of faith, bracing myself for a verbal 

barrage of ridicule, but his next words shocked me. To my amazement, this 

professor shared how he had studied in a Christian seminary and had been 

ordained but had become disillusioned with all he had seen and experienced. 

So to make some sense of his shattered world, he pursued the path of 

university academia. 

As he talked, my emotions evolved from fear to compassion for a man with 

a sharp intellect but with an embittered heart. This was a man who had 

experienced the tyranny of religion and had tragically missed an intimate 

relationship with Jesus! 

After that day, we never talked about Jesus again. Thankfully, I passed the 

class, but I was reminded how Jesus’ claims and teachings are a stumbling 

block to many and often go against the grain of our politically correct culture. 
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Jesus’ words are exclusive, and at times, from our finite vantage point, they do 

seem intolerant. But Jesus’ Messianic mission was to declare the truth to the 

world—His goal was not just to win friends and influence people. Jesus did 

not come to tickle our ears but to transform our hearts. The Messiah did not 

merely enter our world to enhance our self-esteem but to invade our souls with 

life from above. 

In our obsession to be perceived as tolerant, we seldom stop and ask what 

is intolerable to God. The ultimate intolerance is to distort God’s clearly 

revealed truth. If we are to discover the path to authentic spirituality, we must 

understand who Jesus really is. A faulty view of Jesus will inevitably lead to a 

faulty spirituality. Certainly, the many cults and toxic faith environments testify 

to this perverse malady of our society. 

The Jesus of Holy Scripture is the eternal Son of God, fully God, co-creator of 

the universe. Jesus is the Son of God who left heaven and became a man; the 

Messiah who was born in Bethlehem, died on a Roman cross for our sins, was 

raised from the dead on the third day, ascended into Heaven, and will one day 

return as the conquering King. He is the Lamb who was slain—the Judge of 

all—and is worthy to be worshiped. Every knee will bow before Him. He is the 

Alpha and the Omega. Out of the unfathomable depths of His love, this Jesus 

extends to you and me the greatest invitation ever given. 

 �What Does Jesus Invite Us to Do?

My wife, Liz, and I have received many invitations in the mail over the years, 

but one stands above the rest. When it arrived in our mailbox, we rushed to 

open it. This invitation was from the White House, boldly stamped with the gold 

lettering of the official Presidential Seal. Our hearts skipped a beat. This was 

the President’s invitation to a banquet in Washington D.C. for celebrating the 

Year of the Bible. 
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When we received the invitation, we looked at our busy schedule and thought, 

“Oh, we don’t have time for this,” right? Wrong! Like a piece of junk mail, we 

tossed it into the trash, right? Wrong! 

No, this invitation was different! Why? Because of who sent it. Our eyes were 

set on Washington D.C., and we weren’t about to let anything deter us.

In Matthew 11:28-30, Jesus Christ, the Prince of Peace—not just the President, 

not just the leader of the free world, but the Creator of the whole world—

offers each of us a Great Invitation. But, so often we go “ho-hum.” As if 

we’ve received a piece of junk mail, we toss it into the trash. Yet Jesus’ Great 

Invitation is anything but boring. It is an invitation to experience life as God 

intended—to fellowship with the triune God for all eternity. We are given an 

invitation to experience intimacy with God Himself. 

In this Scripture we are called to a sacred romance with the greatest lover of 

our soul. We are not given merely a road map to success, but a life compass 

setting for true significance. Jesus calls each of us not primarily to do great 

things, but to become an apprentice of a great Person. Jesus desires our 

intimacy with Him much more than our accomplishments for Him.  

What does Jesus invite us to do? Jesus invites us to come to Himself, the King 

of kings, the Master of masters, and enter into an intimate apprenticeship. 

Jesus invites us to enter into His yoke. Because of our technological 

advancement, we are not very familiar with the yoke, but the yoke was 

common in an agrarian culture. As a young boy, Jesus worked in a carpenter’s 

shop and probably learned how to make yokes for farmers. What is the 

significance of Jesus using the metaphor of the yoke? 
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Jesus Invites Us to Be Yoked with Him 

The yoke was a common tool used as oxen plowed the fields. It was like a 

McDonald’s® golden arches turned upside down with a large wooden beam 

over the top. In Jesus’ day, each yoke was custom made by a skilled carpenter 

for a specific team of oxen. 

The farmer would put two oxen in the yoke, side by side. He would put the 

mature, experienced ox on the larger side of the yoke and the younger, 

inexperienced ox on the other side. In the yoke, the young ox became an 

apprentice to the experienced ox. The young ox, used to unbridled selfish 

pursuits, would want to go off the path when he saw green grass. The mature 

ox would pull him back and keep him on course. When the young ox entered 

the yoke, he left an old way of life and submitted to a new master that would 

train him. The young ox would get to intimately know the other ox and learn 

everything the older one knew. In the course of time, the young ox would 

become like the mature ox. 

The yoke is the picture Jesus paints for those of us who want to be his true 

disciples, his authentic followers. The yoke was often a symbol of enslavement 

and oppression, but Jesus used it as a symbol of ultimate freedom. 

Today, we cannot escape the symbol of the cross, but what happened to the 

symbol of the yoke? What happened to the yoke of Christ? Does this give us 

some hints about the status of contemporary Christianity and the anemic state 

of the church of Jesus Christ? 

“We have made following Jesus easy in the convenient, casual sense of 

the word… instead of a yoke, we have been given a free pass to the next 

performance. Instead of sojourners, we are spectators,” Doug Webster writes. 

“Instead of the body of Christ, we are a religious audience. Yet without the 

yoke, life is unbearable.”5 
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Why has Christ’s yoke become a bedridden truth today? Perhaps it is 

because we are self-absorbed. To undertake Christ’s yoke demands total 

self-abandonment, which opposes our narcissistic behavior. 

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, a courageous German pastor who stood up to the tyranny 

of Hitler and eventually paid for it with his life, wrote these timeless words, 

“When Christ calls a man, He bids him come and die.”6 

Jesus’ words in John 12:24 echo this foundational truth, “Truly, truly, I say to 

you, unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it remains alone; but if 

it dies, it bears much fruit.” 

In Mark 8:34-36, Jesus declares, “If anyone would come after me, let him deny 

himself and take up his cross and follow me. For whoever would save his life 

will lose it, but whoever loses his life for my sake and the gospel’s will save it. 

For what does it profit a man to gain the whole world and forfeit his soul?”

In a day when “disciple” is often thrown around and diluted of its meaning, 

we must understand what Jesus means when he extends to us His 

Great Invitation. 

The true disciple follows Jesus’ lead and learns from Him just as an apprentice 

learns from a master craftsman, or as a resident doctor learns from an 

established physician.

The true disciple not only embraces Jesus’ precepts, but also his practices. As 

a disciple, I have entered a self-abandoned, intimate apprenticeship with Jesus 

and am learning to live as He would live if He were me.

Putting on the yoke of Jesus changes our lives and our view of the world. We 

begin to grasp the realization of Christ’s eternal kingdom. His yoke alters our 

values and priorities. As Doug Webster writes, “Being a disciple of Jesus is 
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not a hobby. We are not disciples the way we are members of the Sierra Club 

or Rotary. One does not take up the easy yoke the way one takes up golf. 

The Christian life becomes an impossible burden when it is lived part-time or 

approached halfheartedly. Following Jesus requires everything else in life to be 

integrated with our commitment to Christ.”7

 �What Does Jesus Promise to Those Who Are Yoked with Him?

In Jesus’ yoke we learn to live as God intended for us to live. In the yoke of 

Christ, our hearts’ deepest longings are met. In His yoke—and only in His 

yoke—our soul experiences wholeness. 

Jesus gives an awesome promise in Matthew 11:29. Those who enter Jesus’ 

yoke of discipleship will find rest for their souls. The word “rest” often indicates 

passivity or relief from pressures and burdens of life. But this is not what Jesus 

meant. Rest is experiencing life as God intended. Rest is finding true fulfillment 

and wholeness of soul. 

In verse 30, Jesus describes his yoke as easy. Easy does not mean devoid of 

effort, but “that which fits us perfectly.” Jesus’ yoke is custom-made for us. It 

fits us and lets us live as God intended for us to live. In Christ’s yoke, we stand 

eyeball to eyeball with the Master. In this yoke, our hearts’ affections change, 

and Jesus recalibrates the setting of our life compass. Jesus’ yoke is not a 

mirage in the desert, but is a well of living water that floods our souls with 

life-giving refreshment. 

Without Jesus’ yoke, we experience desperation of the soul. Much has 

been written about how the music of the Beatles in the 1960s reshaped the 

landscape of our culture. Of all the lyrics John Lennon wrote, the song “Help!,” 

I believe, captures most his own desperation of soul.
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When we cry “Help!,” Jesus says, “Come to me, all who labor and are heavy 

laden, and, I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me, for I 

am gentle and lowly in heart, and you will find rest for your souls.” 

In reflection on the longings of our souls, C.S. Lewis said, “We are half-hearted 

creatures, fooling about with drink and sex and ambition, when infinite joy is 

offered us. Like an ignorant child who wants to go on making mud pies in a 

slum because he cannot imagine what is meant by the offer of a holiday at sea, 

we are far too easily pleased.”8

Jesus extends to us the greatest invitation imaginable. An invitation to be 

yoked with Him, to learn from Him, to become like Him, and to experience true 

wholeness of soul in Him. But being yoked with Jesus demands that we move 

from self-preoccupation to self-abandoned apprenticeship with Jesus. Christ’s 

yoke demands surrender. 

Are You Yoked with Jesus Christ? 

G.K. Chesterton gets to the bottom line of the matter when he states, “The 

problem with Christianity is not that it has been tried and found wanting, but 

that it has been found difficult and left untried.”

What keeps us from responding to Jesus’ invitation? Pride? Enslavement 

to pleasure, material possessions, or power? Peer pressure? Are we simply 

unwilling to rock the boat of our personal comfort? 

Maybe our thirsty souls are chasing mirages, and we’re deceiving ourselves 

that a self-absorbed life can bring true fulfillment. If so, we’re feeding our 

empty souls on the garbage scraps of this world, rather than feasting at the 

scrumptious table of Christ. Those who put on the yoke of Christ are asked to 

lose their lives, but in that process they actually find their lives!
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Learning to Soar!

One joy of adulthood is taking our children to the places where we grew up. 

As a youngster in Minnesota, I spent a lot of time fishing in a pristine river 

that ran lazily on the outskirts of my hometown. During one family vacation to 

Minnesota, my children and I decided to hike to a great spot where I had fished 

many times as a kid. The day was bright and sunny with puffy white cumulus 

clouds casting a periodic, passing shadow on the path. The cool air was 

invigorating. We sloshed along, the stubborn dew that had clung tenaciously to 

the grass now drenched our soggy feet. Yet we hardly even noticed—we were 

engrossed in the utopian optimism of a perfect fishing day in which we’d catch 

“the big one.” 

Arriving at my favorite fishing hole, we quickly baited our hooks and cast them 

into the water. In a matter of seconds, the red and white bobber attached to 

my son’s line plunged underwater, his rod bending into a graceful arc. He had 

hooked a fish! Then his sister’s bobber also plunged. The fishing day was 

already living up to our expectations.

I don’t know what distracted my attention from fishing. All of a sudden, to 

my right I saw a large bald eagle swoop right over the small dam where we 

were fishing. It was as if the eagle was doing touch-and-go landings on an 

aircraft carrier. I had never seen such precision and grace. For a moment I was 

breathless! Then I yelled, “Schaeffer! Sarah! Look! Look at the eagle!” 

“Yeah, dad! That’s pretty cool,” Schaeffer replied and kept fishing. He didn’t 

seem to comprehend this wasn’t just an everyday occurrence in Minnesota. 

As quickly as the eagle had made its unannounced visit, it departed, flying 

effortlessly over the trees along the riverbank. 

Although my children were focused on fishing, I marveled at seeing a bald 

eagle so close. Fishing didn’t seem quite as exciting for me after that point. 
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I began to scan the sky, searching for another glimpse of this majestic 

bird of prey. 

I was rewarded by another sighting of the eagle. Only this time it flew 

considerably higher, its strong wings propelling it even higher into the 

atmosphere. Suddenly, the eagle stopped flying! It locked its massive wings 

and began to soar. Effortlessly, the bird of prey climbed higher and higher, 

its mighty wings capturing the power of the atmospheric thermocurrents 

thousands of feet above. 

I was mesmerized by the beauty of the moment. I have never before seen 

magnificent soaring on this level. Then it hit me! This eagle was created not 

only to fly with the strength of its strong wings, but to soar on currents far more 

powerful. But to soar, the eagle had to quit relying on its own strength and rest 

on something much greater than itself. To soar, the eagle had to submit to the 

atmospheric thermocurrents!

Like this eagle, we were created not only to fly, but to soar high on the currents 

of Jesus’ grace and truth. How tragic that so few souls ever learn the secret of 

soaring. For soaring demands complete submission!

Those of us who want to embark on the path to authentic spirituality must 

wear the easy yoke of Christ—a yoke that demands complete surrender. 

No shortcuts exist to soaring! Our decisions, not our desires, determine 

our destiny. 

Lord Jesus, teach me to soar high on the currents of Your grace and 

truth. Grant me the faith and the courage to completely surrender. 

Refresh my longing soul with the invigorating breezes of eternity. 

Amen!
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  R E F L E C T I O N

Re�ect on the following questions.

� In the chapter, Tom wrote, “The deepest longings of our soul—our longing 

for love, meaning, significance, security, contentment, fulfillment, beauty, 

and wonder—are not found in the fame or fortune of this world.” Where 

would you say you have been seeking meaning in your own life? Take a 

moment to reflect on your week. What are the things that you have been 

looking to for love, meaning, security, or contentment?

� Tom quoted Os Guinness, who said, “The trouble is that as modern people 

we have too much to live with and too little to live for… in the midst of mate-

rial plenty we have spiritual poverty.” Take a moment and reflect on that 

quotation. What do you think Os sees in our society that caused him to say 

this? How have you seen that to be true in your community and country? 

How have you seen Os’ words to be true in your life?
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� Read Matthew 11:25-30. What does this passage tell you about Jesus? 

What does this passage tell you about who you are and what you need? 

What promises does this passage make to you?

� Why do you think Jesus chose the metaphor of the yoke in this invitation? 

What does a yoke communicate to you about what Jesus expects from you 

as you seek to follow Him?
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�

 D I S C I P L I N E

Read Psalm 32. Use Psalm 32 as a guide to pray in response to the 

Great Invitation Jesus has made to you.

� Confess the things you have used to seek meaning and security instead 

of Christ.

� Ask for help that God would keep you yoked to Himself and that you would 

not be like an unyoked animal with no understanding.

� Finally, thank God that He is our hiding place and seeks to preserve us 

from trouble.
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 G R O U P  G A T H E R I N G

Watch the video for Session 1.
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As a group, discuss the following.

� When was the first time you encountered the concept of the yoke at 

Christ Community? What was your response? Did you find it strange? 

Weird? Interesting?

� Tom unpacked the notion that what we say we believe is often different 

than how we act. What are some ways you have seen that to be true in your 

church experience? Why do you think there is often a gap between what 

we say we believe and how we live?

 G R O U P  G A T H E R I N G

Watch the video for Session 1.
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� Read Matthew 11:25-30. Why do you think Jesus uses the metaphor of a 

yoke in the Great Invitation? How might Jesus’ offer help us close the gap 

between what we believe and how we live?

� In the video, Tom pressed into the idea that loving rightly helps us to live 

rightly. Why do you think right loving will lead to right living? How might 

loving the right things help us close the gap between how we wished we 

lived and how we are actually living?

Break into smaller groups for prayer.

� Spend time sharing where you feel like the biggest gap is between what 

you believe and how you live right now. What are you tempted to love more 

than Jesus? What leads you into sin?

� After sharing, pray for one another, that you would love Jesus above 

everything else. Spend time thanking Him for the many promises He makes 

to you in Matthew 11:25-30.

 P R E P A R E  F O R  S E S S I O N  2

In preparation for the next Group Gathering, read and complete the Reading, 

Re�ection, and Discipline sections of Session 2.
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  R E A D I N G

Are We Alone?

When I was fifteen years old, I did not know God. And to be perfectly honest, 

I don’t know if I really cared. As far as I was concerned, I had bigger fish to fry 

than the theological and philosophical debates of the ages. I was just trying to 

survive high school and get a girlfriend. 

But then something happened, just like something happens to all of us. My 

father was diagnosed with a life-threatening illness, which suddenly forced on 

me all the big questions I had been avoiding so well for so long: what happens 

when we die? What is life supposed to be about? Is there a truth to cling to 

when bad things happen? 

Behind these questions was a more fundamental one. When I realized 

everything I held most dear could be taken away, I was confronted with a 

terrifying possibility: am I alone? This is not an academic question. It is a 

deeply personal one, and it is one that every human person must answer, 

consciously or not. 

A N D R E W  J O N E S
 Campus Pastor-Leawood
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Am I alone when I’m scared in this harsh and painful world? Am I alone when I 

make decisions that will alter the course of my life? Am I alone when I get that 

phone call in the middle of the night that changes everything? Am I alone, or 

is there Someone there, Someone who knows me, understands me, cares for 

me, and walks beside me? 

Suddenly, a deep longing for this Person was born in me. But I didn’t know 

what to do with it. I didn’t know where to go. But I knew that if there was a 

God, I wanted to know Him, I wanted to be loved, I did not want to be alone. 

And I didn’t just want an argument for God’s existence, a set of proofs. I 

wanted, even though it seemed impossible, to reach out and touch Him, to 

relate to Him, to be known by Him. And I wanted Him in my life, daily, hourly. 

This longing for Someone, I am increasingly convinced, is at the bottom of 

every human heart. The church father Augustine articulated this well in his 

now famous prayer: “You have made us for Yourself, O Lord, and our heart is 

restless until it finds its rest in you.”1

It is no wonder we now live in a time with so little rest. Beneath the thin 

veneer of our modern world, stocked with more material wealth than we 

know what to do with, the question, are we alone?, still haunts us. And for all 

our advancement and progress, our culture of shallow celebrity and endless 

distraction offers very little by way of an answer. We will search in vain in the 

science, philosophy, and politics of our time for the Person who, deep down, 

we know we need so desperately. 

Intimacy with God

For that, we will need to look to Jesus. For it is Jesus who provides us with the 

most profound answer to human loneliness, isolation, and confusion that I have 

ever encountered. Jesus teaches us not only that there is a God, but that God 

actually cares about us. Even though we often feel alone, we never are alone. 
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That is why, hidden within so much of Jesus’ teaching about the nature 

of reality, there is a subtle but profound invitation to a different kind of life 

altogether: a life of intimacy with God. Nowhere is this more apparent than 

in Matthew 11:28-30 where Jesus says, “Come to Me, all who labor and are 

heavy laden, and I will give you rest.” The yoke is an image of rigor, of training, 

and of apprenticeship, absolutely. But first and foremost, it is an invitation to a 

divine relationship: “Come to Me…”

Jesus’ invitation is His response to that basic human question, am I alone? 

Accepting this invitation is also the first and necessary step we all must take if 

we wish to know how God has designed us to live, and consequently, what our 

individual lives are truly for. Here is what I mean. 

Not Called to Do Great Things…

One of the most contentious questions throughout human history and thought 

is this: what does it mean to live the good life? Who is a good person and what 

makes them good? Every major religion has an answer to this question, and 

even our modern secular culture has an answer. 

Ironically enough, the most hardened religious zealot and the most 

irreligious atheist usually have the same answer: accomplish great things. 

Do good works. Sure, they disagree about the nature of “good works,” 

but the fundamental answer is the same. The good person, by definition, 

accomplishes great things and lives a moral life. 

Jesus’ invitation turns this completely upside down. When Jesus invites us to a 

relationship with Him, He is teaching us that the key to the good life is not what 

you do, but Whom you trust. The good life is not primarily a set of principles, a 

list of do’s and don’ts. It is not first about accomplishing great things, but about 

trusting in a great Person, about being yoked as an apprentice to Him. 
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The good life will bear fruit, and Jesus has much to say about our fruitfulness 

and flourishing as human beings in all aspects of our lives: in our character, 

in our relationships, and in our workplaces. Good deeds are good! But when 

Jesus calls us to abide in Him, it is an invitation to first know Him and rest in 

Him. A life of good works flows out of a life of abiding in Jesus.

As followers of Christ, we can (and will!) accomplish great things. But only 

because we know the right Person, have trusted completely in Him, and have 

accepted His invitation to enter His yoke. Like everything else in life, it’s not 

what you know. It’s who you know. 

A Custom Fit…

When I think about Jesus’ offer to enter the yoke with Him, my knee-

jerk response is to think of it as a very generic invitation. Like an Evite® to 

someone’s surprise birthday party. It says my name at the top, but I know 

that dozens of others have received the same “personal” touch. I suppose it 

is better than not being invited at all, but just barely. 

This is not at all what Jesus’ yoke is like. As Pastor Tom mentioned in the 

previous chapter, the ancient yoke was a custom fit. No two yokes were alike 

because they were designed with custom measurements to fit the ox perfectly.

This is the kind of invitation Jesus offers to you and me: to learn one-on-one, 

face-to-face, with the Master and Creator of the universe Himself. That means 

that Jesus’ approach with you will be for you and you alone. He has a plan 

and a strategy for your life that fits you perfectly. It fits your job, your marriage, 

your singleness, your gifts, your weaknesses, your joys, your fears—everything 

about you—like a glove. And He will walk beside you through it all. 

Of course, Jesus wouldn’t go to all this trouble if He was not profoundly and 

inexplicably (no offense) interested in you. The real you. And everything about 
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you. It means that there is no part of your life, however ordinary and mundane 

you think it is, where His yoke does not apply. You, smack dab in the middle 

of your actual life, are exactly the person Jesus wants to work with. The yoke 

is not an invitation to a different life than the one you are living now. It is an 

invitation to live the life you have now very differently. As if Christ were walking 

beside you in it. As if He were you. 

Until we accept Jesus’ invitation, we cannot truly know His purpose for our 

lives. Only Jesus, over a lifetime of apprenticeship, can teach us what we were 

actually designed to do: how our gifts, talents, and resources align with the life 

we were called specifically to live. 

Called by the Same Brilliant Person...

Although we are all called to do very different things, we are still called by the 

same brilliant Person. There is no better Person in the universe than Jesus to 

train you in your daily life, whatever that daily life happens to look like. We rarely 

think about it this way, but whatever your stage of life, field of expertise, or 

vocational career, Jesus is better at it than you. 

When we enter Jesus’ yoke, we train with an expert. The expert. As Dallas 

Willard puts it, “Today we think people are smart who make light bulbs 

and computer chips and rockets out of ‘stuff’ already provided. He made 

‘the stuff!’”2 

If we truly believe that Jesus created the universe, would He not have profound 

things to say and teach us about, say, raising a family? Running a business? 

Planning a budget? Chemical reactions (He turned water into wine without the 

help of a laboratory), as well as the spiritual and moral truths we more naturally 

associate with Him? 
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Jesus was not just a nice person who loved people. He was, and is, the 

most brilliant Person who has ever lived. He made all things. And right now, 

He holds all things together (Colossians 1:17) while simultaneously preparing 

the universe to come, with plans for each of us to have a specific role in 

it (John 14:2). 

It is mind boggling that such a Person would care about how we treat the 

barista at our favorite coffee shop, or how we put together a sales projection 

for the upcoming quarter, but He does. And because He does, and when we 

accept His invitation, we can trust that Jesus knows what He is doing with our 

lives. In Him, and in His yoke, is hidden the wisdom and knowledge we need to 

live flourishing lives, whatever our specific calling. 

Invited, Not Coerced... 

Jesus offers His expertise and divine empowerment to us, which only a 

fool would turn down. But the truth is, we can turn it down. And we do 

turn it down. 

God is inviting us to a new kind of life, but He is not going to coerce us.  

Because Jesus’ invitation to the yoke is a daily one, there are certain days we 

accept His direction and guidance better than others. He will never force us 

into His yoke. And part of our calling to follow a great Person is disciplining 

ourselves, with His help, to be the kind of person who loves to live in the yoke, 

who can imagine no other way of life, who cannot help but say, “Yes,” to Jesus’ 

“Come to Me…” 

Abide in Him…

So how do we learn to continually accept Jesus’ Great Invitation in our lives? 

In John 15:4-5, Jesus teaches us that part of accepting His invitation is 

learning to abide: “Abide in me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit 

by itself, unless it abides in the vine, neither can you, unless you abide in Me. 
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I am the vine; you are the branches. Whoever abides in Me and I in him, he it is 

that bears much fruit, for apart from Me you can do nothing.” 

Like a branch whose very existence depends on its connection to the vine, 

so the Christian life finds its source, its meaning, and its power in the person 

of Christ. We are to abide in Him even as He promises to abide in us. Similar 

to the yoke, this image of the vine and branches implies a deep and personal 

connection to Jesus above all others. And the command to abide reminds us 

that this personal connection is something we need to work toward. It won’t 

just happen. It will require discipline. 

One of the central ways Christians throughout the centuries have abided 

in Christ is through prayer. Perhaps nothing else can create the space for 

intimacy with Jesus like prayer. Jesus Himself modeled as much when He 

often went off alone to pray (Luke 5:16). If Jesus needed prayer to abide in His 

Father, we certainly need it to abide in Him. 

But prayer is hard work, and frankly, it takes a lot of practice. So here are just a 

few practical reminders for us as we approach our prayer lives this week.

First, remember that prayer is, first and foremost, a response to Jesus’ 

invitation to you. Remember, Jesus calls us to abide in Him as He is already 

abiding with you. Jesus started this conversation, and it is He who first wanted 

intimacy with you, not the other way around. The Bible is His word to you. 

Consider beginning your prayer time by reading a Psalm and letting His words 

guide yours. 

Second, remember that prayer is not just a time to talk, but a time to listen. It 

is very difficult to get to know someone when you don’t give them time to talk! 

That is why it is important to meditate on the Scriptures before you pray, to let 

God’s word speak to you first before you answer Him in prayer. Create time 

for silence in your prayers. Allow space for God’s presence, even if it is quiet. 
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You may not hear a “still small voice.” That’s okay! Ask any old married couple: 

silence is often the fruit of two people who know each other very well. 

Third, remember that prayer takes time. It is usually the first thing we neglect 

to do during a busy week, so put it on your calendar. The Bible teaches us 

that there is a rhythm to prayer and many of the Psalms were written for the 

evening and morning (Psalms 4 and 5, for example). Think about the natural 

rhythms of your life, the beginning and the end of the day, and intentionally 

invite God into those spaces with you in prayer. 

Fourth, remember that prayer is training. Part of the goal of creating intimacy 

with Jesus is being trained by Him. We are talking about the yoke, after all. 

So when you pray, take time to meditate intentionally on your life, the very 

place Jesus wants to be with you. If He were you, how would He respond to 

your wayward children? Your overly-critical boss? Your disillusioned spouse? 

How would He conduct Himself at your workplace, with your coworkers? 

How would He do your homework assignment, or treat your teacher? Abiding 

in Him means nothing less than, slowly over time, becoming more like Him. 

Finally, remember that prayer is a joy. I always hate giving “tips and tricks” 

for prayer, because the real joy of abiding in Christ is often lost in the details. 

Asking for prayer advice is often like asking for dating advice: if it feels 

like joyless drudgery, you are missing the point! It is supposed to be a joy. 

The most brilliant Being in the universe died for us so that we could be in 

relationship with Him. He longs for intimate time with us even more than we do. 

Whenever we feel busy or tired, may we remember that God’s presence and 

attention is never something we should take for granted. His yoke is truly easy, 

and His burden is light. 
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  R E F L E C T I O N

Re�ect on the following questions.

� When was the loneliest time in your life? What did that time reveal to you 

about yourself? What were your greatest longings during that season of life?

� In the chapter, Andrew pointed out that all religions and all irreligious 

people tend to give the same answer to what we are called to do. He 

wrote, Ironically enough, the most hardened religious zealot and the most 

irreligious atheist usually have the same answer: accomplish great things. 

Do good works. Sure, they disagree about the nature of “good works,” 

but the fundamental answer is the same. The good person, by definition, 

accomplishes great things and lives a moral life. Why do you think that is? 

Why do we tend to think that to live a good life is to do good things? How 

is Jesus’ invitation in Matthew 11:28-30 so different from the good life that 

other religions (or no religion) call us to?
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� Read John 15:1-11. What does this passage reveal to you about God? 

Jesus? What promises does John 15 make to you if you abide in Jesus? 

What do you think Jesus means when He calls you to abide in Him?

� Andrew pointed out that prayer is a crucial way in which we abide in Jesus. 

How does prayer help us abide? Why do you think Andrew stressed that 

prayer is a response to Jesus’ presence already abiding with us? What is 

the difference between prayer as a response to Jesus’ offer to abide with 

us and prayer as our attempt and effort to abide with Jesus?
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 D I S C I P L I N E

The Discipline of Prayer 

� Enter the yoke of Jesus this week by entering a new rhythm: evening and 

morning prayer.*

� If you need help with what to pray, use Psalm 4 in the evening and 

Psalm 5 in the morning. The aim of evening prayer is to surrender your 

burdens and worries to God, that you may find Him as your greatest joy 

and lie down to rest in sleep and security. The aim of morning prayer is to 

pay attention to both the potential for sin in your day ahead, as well as the 

abundance of God’s grace all around.

� In this moment, get out your calendar (whether it’s paper, your phone, your 

tablet, or whatever) and schedule a time for evening and morning prayer for 

the next seven days.

* For further unpacking of this idea, download our sermon podcast from our Are You Listening? 

series on Sunday, August 30, 2015.
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 G R O U P  G A T H E R I N G

Watch the video for Session 2.
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As a group, discuss the following.

� Why do you think it can be so easy for us to live like God is not present with 

us? Why do you think the presence of God is often something we don’t 

experience as a consistent present reality?

� Andrew and Tom both pointed out that we have lost that intimacy with God 

because we have run from Him. How does our running from God ruin our 

intimacy with God? Why do you think Jesus chose the yoke as a metaphor 

to invite us back into life with Him?

� Read John 15:4-5. What do you think Jesus is asking us to do when he 

says, “Abide in me…?”  What are some practical ways you seek to abide 

in Jesus?

 G R O U P  G A T H E R I N G

Watch the video for Session 2.
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� Why do you think prayer can be a powerful way for us to abide in Jesus? 

How has prayer highlighted for you the struggle of intimacy with God, as 

well as the promise of intimacy God makes to you in John 15? 

Break into smaller groups for prayer.

� Spend time sharing how “abiding in Jesus” went for you this week.

� After you are done sharing, pray for one another: thank God that He has 

sent His Son Jesus with an invitation “Come to me...Abide in me…” and ask 

for help to live in His presence.

 P R E P A R E  F O R  S E S S I O N  3

In preparation for the next Group Gathering, read and complete the Reading, 

Re�ection, and Discipline sections of Session 3.
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  R E A D I N G

I was lonely, mildly depressed, and full of regrets. I had grown up in a Christian 

home, but spent most of life not running from God, but certainly doing my best 

to look the other way. This had gotten me nowhere to date, so, on a November 

evening during my senior year in high school, I decided to try something 

different. What if I actually start taking Jesus seriously? Crazy thought, I know. 

But everything changed that night. Everything.

Well, not everything. Sure, there were changes in my life, but I still dealt with all 

the old junk. The sins I’d indulged in before continued to draw me in – except 

now I actually felt bad about them! I wanted to change, but I didn’t know how. 

The reality is, if you’re a Christian, there’s a good chance you want to change, 

but effort quickly turns to failure as you yell at your kids again, or slip up on the 

internet again, or gossip again. Better luck tomorrow?

Maybe you remember the old Avis® Rent A Car tagline. They finally dropped 

it, but for 50 years they bragged, “we try harder,” which has got to be the 

worst slogan ever. I don’t want a company that tries hard but one that 

N A T H A N  M I L L E R
 Campus Pastor-Olathe
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produces results, right? Even the great Star Wars character Yoda once said, 

“Do. Or do not. There is no try.”1

We try harder… Is that motto for the Christian life? Grit your teeth, suck it up, 

focus...and then you’ll change? How many times have you tried that and then 

felt terribly discouraged about five minutes later? It doesn’t work! We’ve tried 

trying hard and we’ve failed way too many times. 

So as a senior in high school, freshly committed to Christ, yet in many ways the 

same old me, it was hard not to get frustrated. Meanwhile, my family had begun 

attending Christ Community, and I still remember Pastor Tom Nelson talking 

about these mysterious things called spiritual disciplines. 

I’d heard about the importance of such disciplines—praying, reading my Bible, 

serving, etc.—but never understood how they worked or what they did. I began 

to learn that when it comes to change, there are no shortcuts or easy answers; 

yet with consistent, deliberate practice over time, change really is possible. And 

even though I’ve still got miles to go, let me at least share with you a little of 

what I’ve learned.

Transformed or Conformed

In Romans 12:1-2, Paul says to the church, “I appeal to you therefore, brothers 

[and sisters], by the mercies of God, to present your bodies as a living 

sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship. Do not 

be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind, 

that by testing you may discern what is the will of God, what is good and 

acceptable and perfect.”

Paul actually expects us to be changed, to be transformed. As Christians, we 

are recipients of God’s mercies, His unending grace lavished on us through 

Jesus. There is not a single thing we can do to earn God’s mercies. In fact, 
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grace is fundamentally opposed to earning. The only way to receive God’s 

grace and mercy is through faith.

Does soaking in God’s grace mean we just sit back and relax? If there’s nothing 

we can do to earn our salvation, does that mean there’s nothing we should 

do in response to God’s salvation? Of course not! Our response to grace 

should be a heart of gratitude and joy. Grace is opposed to earning, but it is 

not opposed to effort. We present our bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and 

acceptable to God. This is our act of worship. Paul expects effort, hard work, 

discipline. Don’t miss that: Grace is opposed to earning, not effort.

And the alternative? To be conformed to this world. This is not an acceptable 

response to grace, yet it remains the default setting of the human heart. In fact, 

if you were to look around the church (or in your own heart, like mine), you’d 

see a lot of Christians who live no differently from anyone else. Why is this? 

If we believe such incredible news—God has saved us through Jesus—why 

have we changed so little? In large part, it’s because we haven’t taken the time 

to allow our beliefs to take root deep enough in our hearts to actually make 

those changes.

Instead, we’re like the Pharisees whom Jesus rebukes in Matthew 23:27-28: 

Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you are like 

whitewashed tombs, which outwardly appear beautiful, but within are full of 

dead people’s bones and all uncleanness. So you also outwardly appear 

righteous to others, but within you are full of hypocrisy and lawlessness.

We focus on the outside—we want to look good, feel good, say the right thing. 

So we attack the symptoms rather than the disease. The symptom is bad 

behavior, bad thoughts—i.e., sins. We see the symptoms, feel guilt over the 

symptoms, or shame over how the symptoms make us appear before others. 

And so we try harder to fix the symptoms.
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But it’s the disease that’s killing us. The disease lives deep inside our hearts. 

The worst part of the disease of our sin nature is not just that we sin, but 

that we actually like sinning. How do we change that? What’s the cure 

for the disease?

Jesus, of course. What did you expect me to say? Yet, the problem still 

remains, how do we get what we believe about Jesus to take root so deeply 

into our diseased hearts, that the cure actually begins to take over? To actually 

change us from the inside out? That’s where the spiritual disciplines come in. 

Let’s try to get a bit more practical.

Vision, Intention, Means

One of the most transforming concepts I’ve ever encountered is from Dallas 

Willard’s Renovation of the Heart. He compellingly argues that three things have 

to be true in order for any change to take place. You’ve got to have the vision, 

the intention, and the means.

First, the vision. Essentially, you’ve got to be able to imagine what you want 

and why you want it. You’ve got to believe that the change you’re pursuing is 

deeply desirable. Can you see yourself responding with patience rather than 

anger, with love rather than lust, with generosity rather than greed? Is what you 

see truly worth changing for? For us, our vision of the good life comes from 

the Scriptures and the good news of Jesus. Do you actually want to live what 

Jesus offers? If not, then of course you’re not going to change. Do you believe 

living His life is actually better than living your own? Any change must begin 

right here.

But it can’t stop here. You can’t just have a vision for change, you have to 

actually intend to change. That’s the second thing, intention. You’ve got to want 

it. Do you even want to change? Have you decided to actually follow Jesus? 

I know you know the right answer—yeah, sure. But do you? If your vision of the 

good life is too small, you’ll never intend to change.
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C.S. Lewis summarizes this:

...if we consider the unblushing promises of reward and the staggering 

nature of the rewards promised in the Gospels, it would seem that 

Our Lord finds our desires, not too strong, but too weak. We are 

half-hearted creatures, fooling about with drink and sex and ambition 

when infinite joy is offered us, like an ignorant child who wants to go on 

making mud pies in the slum because he cannot imagine what is meant 

by the offer of a holiday at the sea. We are far too easily pleased.2

For some of us, our vision of the good life is making mud pies in the slum (drink, 

sex, ambition), rather than a week in Fiji (goodness, holiness, righteousness). Do 

you really want to stop being angry or lustful or self-centered or fill-in-the-blank? 

Think about your answer.

Let’s say you do, at least most of the time. You can see the good life and you 

want it! You actually decide yes, now in this moment, I’m going to live it! And 

you really intend to. My guess is a lot of us fit right here, but here’s where we 

tend to stop, and then start trying harder. You can’t just see this life and want it. 

You can’t just choose to live this life and go and get it.

You must have the means. That’s the third thing. Let me give an example. A 

couple years ago, I purchased some workout equipment. I could see (in my 

vain imagination) my chiseled body. I had the vision. I even intended to get 

that body. I stared at the pull-up bar the first time and could see myself doing 

a dozen pull-ups. I grabbed on to the bar, dangling there like a fish on a hook, 

intending to do a dozen pull-ups. Trouble was, I didn’t have the means in my 

upper body to do anywhere near a dozen pull-ups. I nearly died after two. Try 

harder? Not happening.

But don’t we do this exact thing in all these other areas? It doesn’t work—you 

have got to have the means! If you want to be patient, you don’t simply need 
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to act patient. You’ve got to become a patient person. If you are an angry 

person, you can’t just stuff down the anger. You’ve got to become a person of 

grace and forgiveness and humility. If you struggle with lust, you can’t just stop 

looking. You’ve got to become a person of purity. We’ve got to stop treating 

only the symptoms and start treating the disease. We’ve got to discover 

the means.

The Means—The Spiritual Disciplines

Now if you are a believer in Jesus, you have the Holy Spirit within you, 

empowering you to change. I don’t want to minimize His role—He is the means 

behind these means. But within our power, we have the means to change in the 

spiritual disciplines. Paul writes these words to young Pastor Timothy: “Have 

nothing to do with irreverent, silly myths. Rather train yourself for godliness; for 

while bodily training is of some value, godliness is of value in every way, as it 

holds promise for the present life and also for the life to come” (1 Timothy 4:7-8).

Train yourself for godliness! So, what is a spiritual discipline? I have found 

no better definition than Dallas Willard’s: “A spiritual discipline is an activity 

within our power in which we engage in order to accomplish what we cannot 

accomplish by direct effort.”3 Let me translate: A spiritual discipline is something 

you can do in order to help you do something you can’t.

Here are a few examples. You cannot simply become a man or woman 

of purity. You might be able to stop looking at porn or sleeping with your 

boyfriend…maybe. But those are symptoms—what your heart needs is purity 

and self-control. What you can do is fast (skipping a meal or a whole day 

of food), learning to discipline your body and depending on Christ alone for 

your strength and satisfaction. That you can do, and over time, you’re training 

yourself to do the other.

You cannot simply become a “nice” person. You can try really hard to do nice 

things, but in your heart, you either love others or you don’t. But you can begin 
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praying for your enemies. You cannot simply become patient (Lord, I’ve tried!). 

You can bite your tongue instead of lashing out, but that doesn’t make you 

patient. But what you can do is spend time in quiet solitude, without the rush 

and frustration, to reflect on who you are and why you’ve become so impatient. 

The spiritual disciplines are not a magic wand or a quick fix – quite the 

opposite. But they do put us in a position where God can do His work in our 

lives, changing our emotions, will, minds, bodies. It’s how we get what we 

believe deep into our hearts, deep enough that our hearts can actually begin to 

change. And when our hearts change, everything else follows.

So back to my stupid pull-up bar. That first workout, I didn’t have the means 

to do more than two. Working out is painful. But after regular discipline for six 

months, I could do the dozen I’d envisioned. Instead of trying harder, I began 

training better, and through that discipline, I experienced the change.

Yes, It’s Discipline!

But we hate the word discipline, don’t we? You just cannot get around it, not 

if you want to change. These are the means God has graciously given us to 

become who He wants us to be, but they take work. My problem is that I want 

everything to feel good and come easily, and I expect it to. And so, if I don’t 

“feel” something in prayer or read my Bible and just get bored, I give up. But 

if it’s a discipline, this means doing these things even when they feel useless 

to you. Even if God feels far away, and you’re not noticing any immediate 

benefit. You do it anyway, like eating your vegetables, because you know it’s 

good for you.

And then you wait. This might actually be the hardest part. Maybe right now 

you’re thinking, yes, I really do want to change, so I’ll give all this a shot. So 

tomorrow you get up a little earlier and you pray for 10 minutes and read 

one chapter of John (which isn’t a bad place to start, by the way). Let’s say 

you even do that all week. Maybe even all month. But it doesn’t seem to be 
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working. It just takes time! I want to change in the next 10 minutes. Certainly, 

the Holy Spirit working in us has the power to change us in 10 minutes. God 

has changed people in a dramatic, sudden ways.

But most change does not come in 10 minutes, so we must think about 

change over the next 10 years. If you are going to become like Christ, that is 

going to take work, training, and leading from the Holy Spirit. A project that is 

going to take time!

This sounds terrible, I know, in our instant society. Fast food, high speed 

internet, two-day shipping. I am conditioned to believe that anything worth 

having, I can have at once. If I have to wait, why bother? Trouble is, the human 

heart, broken down by sinful patterns, almost always changes slowly. If we 

don’t see quick results with the disciplines, we give up. We don’t want to think 

about who we are becoming 10 years from now. We don’t like thinking about 

the progress we’ll see in our anger or lust or tongue over the next couple years. 

But it’s the only way.

Keystone Habits

One of the most fascinating and helpful books I’ve read is the New York Times 

best seller, The Power of Habit, by Charles Duhigg, which combines endless 

research as well as neurological studies to determine how we humans 

actually change. 

According to Duhigg’s studies, the majority of human behavior is habit—the 

things we do when the brain is essentially on autopilot. He discusses how we 

make and break new and old habits, but what I found most interesting was his 

discussion on keystone habits. A keystone habit is a single habit that tends to 

encourage a whole series of habits. Meaning, if you change a keystone habit, 

you change not just one habit, but your whole life.
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For example, researchers have found that the habit of eating dinner together as 

a family typically leads to your children having good homework habits, bedtime 

habits, and as a result, better grades, as well as strong emotional confidence 

and stability. That makes a small thing like eating together a keystone habit. 

Exercise is similar. People who habitually exercise also tend to eat better, 

smoke and drink less, as well as have greater discipline and productivity at 

work, making it a keystone habit.4

At Christ Community, we are convinced that the spiritual disciplines are also 

keystone habits—simple habits you can fairly easily add to your life (so, yes, 

get up 15 minutes early tomorrow to pray and read your Bible), that eventually 

change everything. So what’s stopping you?

One Example…

Let me just offer one final example for you to try out this week. Throughout 

the course of this material, we’ll be talking about several disciplines, and 

encouraging you to try out a few of them. This week, try fasting. Skip a meal 

or skip an entire day of food (or maybe try a media fast). Whenever you feel 

the urge to eat, pray and thank God for being your sustenance—for truly 

being all you need.

Think of the self-discipline you’ll learn over time! If you can say no to food for an 

entire day (and food is something you do actually need), then you are beginning 

to train yourself to say no to lust or compulsive shopping or always looking at 

your cell phone or whatever it is you are trying to change. If you can control 

your appetite for food, then through His Spirit, you can begin to control your 

appetite for anything. Yes, it takes time and hard work. But so does anything 

worth doing. Besides, Jesus is better. Feast on Him!
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disciplines?   R E F L E C T I O N

Re�ect on the following questions.

� What is something that has been or is still difficult for you to change in your 

life (i.e., a bad habit or a sin pattern)? Why do you think it is so hard for you 

to change? Why do you think God doesn’t just miraculously make us all 

completely change the moment we become Christians? Why do you think 

we still struggle after we become Christians?

� Read Romans 12:1-2. What promise does this passage make to you if 

you are in Christ? What warning does this passage make to you about 

failure to change? 
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� How are the spiritual disciplines a different way to change than simply trying 

harder? How might the spiritual disciplines help you change some of the sin 

patterns you are currently struggling with?

� In the chapter, Nathan wrote, “Grace is not opposed to effort, it is opposed 

to earning.” What should the effect of God’s grace in our lives be on our 

effort to change? What is the difference between attempting to earn grace 

and giving effort as a response to grace?

� Take a moment and reflect on this last week. Are you living to earn God’s 

grace? Why do you think you are responding to grace the way that you are?

disciplines?   R E F L E C T I O N

Re�ect on the following questions.

� What is something that has been or is still difficult for you to change in your 

life (i.e., a bad habit or a sin pattern)? Why do you think it is so hard for you 

to change? Why do you think God doesn’t just miraculously make us all 

completely change the moment we become Christians? Why do you think 

we still struggle after we become Christians?

� Read Romans 12:1-2. What promise does this passage make to you if 

you are in Christ? What warning does this passage make to you about 

failure to change? 
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 D I S C I P L I N E

The Discipline of Fasting

� Enter the yoke of Jesus this week by an ancient practice Jesus mentioned 

in Matthew 5:16-18:

And when you fast, do not look gloomy like the hypocrites, for they 

disfigure their faces that their fasting may be seen by others. Truly, I 

say to you, they have received their reward. But when you fast, anoint 

your head and wash your face, that your fasting may not be seen by 

others but by your Father who is in secret. And your Father who sees 

in secret will reward you. 

� In this moment, get out your calendar (whether it’s paper, your phone, your 

tablet, or whatever) and schedule a time to fast - either for a full day or just 

one meal. (If you can’t fast from food due to health or other reasons—other 

ideas include fasting from social media, shopping, or technology.)

� During that time, choose one (or all) of these passages to meditate on 

God’s grace (which is opposed to earning!) for you:

Isaiah 55:1-13

2 Corinthians 12:1-10

Hebrews 4:14-16

Ephesians 2

Psalm 46
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 G R O U P  G A T H E R I N G

Watch the video for Session 3.

 D I S C I P L I N E

The Discipline of Fasting

� Enter the yoke of Jesus this week by an ancient practice Jesus mentioned 

in Matthew 5:16-18:

And when you fast, do not look gloomy like the hypocrites, for they 

disfigure their faces that their fasting may be seen by others. Truly, I 

say to you, they have received their reward. But when you fast, anoint 

your head and wash your face, that your fasting may not be seen by 

others but by your Father who is in secret. And your Father who sees 

in secret will reward you. 

� In this moment, get out your calendar (whether it’s paper, your phone, your 

tablet, or whatever) and schedule a time to fast - either for a full day or just 

one meal. (If you can’t fast from food due to health or other reasons—other 

ideas include fasting from social media, shopping, or technology.)

� During that time, choose one (or all) of these passages to meditate on 

God’s grace (which is opposed to earning!) for you:

Isaiah 55:1-13

2 Corinthians 12:1-10

Hebrews 4:14-16

Ephesians 2

Psalm 46
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As a group, discuss the following.

� Why do you think it is so hard for human beings to change? In your own life, 

how has change been difficult for you?

� Read Romans 12:1-2. What do you think Paul means when he calls us 

to be a “living sacrifice”? Why do you think Paul lays such emphasis on not 

being conformed to the world, on our need to be transformed?

� In the chapter and in the video, we have defined a spiritual discipline in this 

way: A spiritual discipline is something you can do in order to help you do 

something you can’t. In light of that definition and the conversation in the 

video, why is “trying harder” in order to change not enough? How might 

the spiritual disciplines serve as catalysts for change in your life? How have 

you seen the spiritual disciplines be catalysts in your life (or in the lives 

of others)?

� How do we practice these disciplines in a way that is not legalistic? How 

do we keep God’s grace front and center as we seek to give more effort 

through the disciplines?

Break into smaller groups for prayer.

� Spend time sharing where you feel stuck in life, where you feel like you are 

unable to change.

� After you are done sharing, pray for one another - that God would fill you 

with his grace, and that you would learn to enter into the disciplines with 

grace front and center. 
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 P R E P A R E  F O R  S E S S I O N  4

In preparation for the next Group Gathering, read and complete the Reading, 

Re�ection, and Discipline sections of Session 4.
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  R E A D I N G

I was exhausted and frustrated when I plopped on the couch, and as I looked 

up at the ceiling of our loft, I complained to my wife, Allie: “Why did God make 

us need sleep?!” Without missing a beat, as if she had been rehearsing the 

line all week, Allie’s response was gold. “Maybe so you don’t think you can 

do His job.” 

Yeah, that hurt, but she was every bit of right, and that was every bit of 

what I needed to hear. I had just started a new role at work, and what had 

started as occasionally working on my day off—a few projects here, a tweak 

in the sermon there—had become always working on my day off. I couldn’t 

remember the last time I took a day to slow down and stop, and it was subtly 

suffocating my joy. 

Something had to change. Have you ever been there? 

Look around. With emails always coming into our inboxes, text alerts and 

notifications on our smartphones, and the reality that many of us can carry 

G A B E  C O Y L E
 Campus Pastor-Downtown
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all of our work home with us everyday on our laptops or tablets, we live in a 

culture that does not stop. Or, more accurately, a culture that can’t stop. 

No one is immune to this non-stop pace. Those who make a lot of money 

are expected to put in enormous hours. Those who make less money work 

multiple jobs. Then there’s that neighbor that needs to know about Jesus. 

That well that needs to be dug in Africa. The lawn needs to be mowed. Sleep? 

I’ll sleep when I’m dead. Have you ever said that before? And suddenly busy 

becomes your home and exhaustion what’s served for dinner.

Who wants to live like that? Yet we tell ourselves it’s better than the alternative. 

Whether it’s the fear of being seen as lazy, the fear of feeling worthless, or even 

the sense of losing control, we would rather be overworked than overlooked, 

and so we believe that hurry is the only possible pathway to happy. 

In Matthew 11:28-29, we read Jesus’ words, “Come to me, all who labor 

and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and 

learn from me, for I am gentle and lowly in heart, and you will find rest for 

your souls.” 

That may sound too good to be true. Many of us have lost our souls chasing 

something in the world, and we’re not sure we can get it back. Can we really 

know rest? And if it does come, who’s to say we’ll be able to handle it?

Understanding Sabbath Rest

For starters, if we are going to know anything about the rest Jesus offers, we 

need to grapple with the concept of Sabbath. There are many misconceptions 

around Sabbath, in part because it is rarely discussed. 

Some think the fourth commandment of keeping the Sabbath has remained 

relatively the same except that now it has moved to Sunday because of Jesus’ 

resurrection. Others think that the Sabbath has been completely fulfilled in 
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the work of Jesus, and so now weekly rhythms are open to our fancy. Lastly, 

there is a smaller crew of Christians who still believe that the Sabbath should 

be on Saturday. 

As you can imagine, there’s been a lot of ink spilled here, but I believe 

theologian G.K. Beale gives a good summary:

First, the seventh-day commemoration in Gen. 2:3 and Israel’s Sabbath 

ordinance is transferred to the first day of the week because of 

Christ’s resurrection. 

Second, Israel’s way of observing the Sabbath, with all its detailed 

requirements, falls away, and there is a return to the creational mandate. 

The observance of this mandate is a day of commemoration of God’s 

creative rest, a celebration that Christ has entered that rest, that believers 

have begun to enter such rest, and a pointing forward to believers 

completely entering that rest. 

In addition, Christ’s coming fulfills Israel’s unique Sabbath commandment, 

since he is Israel’s Messiah, accomplishing Israel’s end-time exodus and 

representing true Israel and the end-time temple.1

In other words, Sabbath rest is not so much about a particular day we observe 

as it is a particular Person we embrace. It’s about a relationship way before 

it is about a routine. No matter how many times we say, “no,” to busyness or 

how skilled we get at clearing our calendar, if we never say, “yes,” to trusting 

in Jesus Christ alone, we have no hope of deep rest. We need to repeatedly 

offer up the prayer Augustine wrote in his Confessions, “You have made us for 

yourself, Oh Lord, and our hearts are restless until they find rest in You!”2

Unfortunately, many of us stop right there, as if the mine has been extricated of 

all its gold. God’s rest, yes, must first strike our restless hearts, but it is never 
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satisfied until it expands its borders into the whole of our body and the rhythms 

we engage throughout the week.

This is partly because rhythms of work and rest are at the core of what it 

means to be human. In Genesis, God forms the first human beings on the sixth 

day of the creation week, in the image of God He created them. (Genesis 1:27) 

So, in living out their design, humanity is to echo God’s continued dominion 

and cultivation of His good world. As God has done, humanity shall do. Then 

day seven comes: “And on the seventh day God finished his work that he had 

done, and he rested on the seventh day from all his work that he had done. So 

God blessed the seventh day and made it holy, because on it God rested from 

all his work that he had done in creation.” (Genesis 2:2-3)

God created, said it was good, and stopped working. He rested. And the first 

time in Scripture that the word holy is used, it isn’t associated with a person or 

a place, but instead with time. The Author of time sets one day apart from the 

other six.

For six days, the two-beat rhythm of work is captured in evening and morning, 

evening and morning, until a deep and climactic note of rest completes the 

symphony of creation on the seventh day.

Obeying the Sabbath Command

This isn’t meant to merely be a poetic picture to stir our imaginations, but 

a practical rhythm to guide our steps; Scripture makes this explicit. When 

jumping ahead, we come to a defining moment in Israel’s history: the foot of 

Mount Sinai, where God speaks ten commands that point back to the order of 

flourishing found in those first days of the Garden. 

As Christians, we hold onto nine of those commands as good and still true 

guidance for life, but one of these commands we treat more like a leftover 
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plague from Egypt than God’s gracious bread in the desert. Which one do 

we avoid? “Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days you shall 

labor, and do all your work, but the seventh day is a Sabbath to the LORD 

your God. On it you shall not do any work…” (Exodus 20:8) Sabbath comes 

from the Hebrew word shabbat which means, to stop, cease, take a break. 

And why should we stop, cease, or even attempt at taking a break? The text 

points back to the rhythm of creation: “For in six days the LORD made heaven 

and earth, the sea, and all that is in them, and rested on the seventh day.” 

(Exodus 20:11) 

God invites former slaves to experience life as He designed it. No longer 

as machines of production. No longer slaves making bricks of security and 

structures of significance, but freed human beings who flourish as image 

bearers of God by reflecting His rhythms of work and weekly rest. 

In a world where we seek to justify our existence through accomplishment, we 

hear shouted off the pages of Scripture that to take moments—even a whole 

day, every seven days—to stop doing work and just be is living more holistically 

into the fabric of our existence.

This is why Moses reiterates the Sabbath in his last sermon, the book of 

Deuteronomy. It’s why the prophets frequently confront Israel in their defiant 

idolatry revealed by their incessant work (or forced labor of their employees) 

on the Sabbath. But change is hard for slaves. For us. Addicts of approval 

and bondservants of busy. “Perhaps that is why the Sabbath is commanded, 

not suggested, for nothing less than a command has the power to intervene 

in the vicious, accelerating, self-perpetuating cycle of faithless and graceless 

busyness, the only part of which we are conscious being our good intentions.”3

One day a week, we are to be reminded that there is One voice more powerful 

than the orders of economic demand, One who offers a better promise of 

security. We must listen to His good word.
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Receiving the Sabbath Gift

When we come to the New Testament, we see Jesus and his disciples 

being confronted for not following the abundant external traditions of the 

Pharisees on the Sabbath, revealing to us the deception of legalism. For all the 

regulations meant to guard rest, rest itself is lost.

In response, Jesus reminds the Pharisees of God’s purpose in the Sabbath. 

“The Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sabbath. So the Son of 

Man is lord even of the Sabbath.” (Mark 2:27) The same person who says 

His yoke is a pathway to rest sees the Sabbath as an opportunity, not an 

obligation. Indeed, it is a gift to be enjoyed.

It’s usually at this point that we respond with one of two extremes. We can 

either respond with a new Pharisaical legalism that circumvents the gift of rest 

the Lord of the Sabbath provides, or we can reject the command all together 

as an impractical rhythm in a secular age, a theological artifact from a bygone 

period of God’s people. But what if God’s Sabbath command—what if Christ’s 

invitation to rest—isn’t meant to just point us to Christ, but also to make us 

more like Him all the way down to our calendars?

Entering the Sabbath Yoke

Twice in Jesus’ invitation in Matthew 11 He offers rest. It is to be received not 

just in our hearts but also in the rest of our image-bearing bodies. A yoke on 

an ox guides the movements of his body. When to plow, when to pull, when 

to push through, and when to stop. Regardless of where you ultimately land in 

understanding the relevance of the Sabbath in your own life, we can all agree 

we need to be able to stop each day and cease at some point of every week, 

just like Israel, or we will run ourselves ragged. 

A few years back, the seemingly strange rhythms of a runner by the name 

of Bernard Lagat made their way into the Wall Street Journal. This now 
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40-year-old, four-time Olympian, who owns seven American records, defies 

the odds and, although older than the industry’s average, doesn’t appear to be 

slowing down. 

What is one of the main reasons he’s been able to run longer than many? Most 

U.S. runners are too obsessive to let go of some training time in the year, but 

for Lagat, “Rest is a good thing.” He doesn’t run on Sundays because he says, 

“The body is tired. You’re not a machine.” But even stranger than that, after 11 

months of training and races, starting in the month of October, “he will toss his 

sneakers in a closet and pig out for the next five weeks. No running. No sit-

ups. No heavy lifting, except for a fork.”4

What is his special sauce? His secret to running? It’s simple: not running. It 

sounds counterintuitive, right? Aren’t we supposed to redeem the time?! Isn’t 

that a step backwards? But if we want to not only go fast but also go far, we 

need rest. We need to learn to stop and trust the Lord of the Sabbath. 

Working at Sabbath Rest

Another twist in this unfamiliar road is that it takes hard work to rest well. 

Because this is easier said than done, let me give you a few stepping stones 

that have been helpful for me in starting the journey.

First, take a Sabbath time—an actual day off—each week. This could 

be Sunday or any day really.5 When writing to the church in Rome, who had 

a diversity of schedules and came from diverse cultures, Paul seems to think 

any particular day could do the job (Romans 14:5-6). But, regardless of where 

you land, you have to plan for it. Schedule blocks of unscheduled time, and 

do your best to be consistent. This may mean that you work harder for those 

six other days, that certain things don’t get done, that not every happy hour 

invite receives a, “yes,” or that your kids aren’t involved in every extracurricular 
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activity. If you want the “yes” of rest, you have to be willing to say “no” to 

boundary-less busyness.

Second, balance your Sabbath time. Sabbath is not synonymous with 

sleep—although sometimes that’s exactly what you need—but instead, your 

Sabbath is an opportunity to engage both spiritual disciplines of engagement 

and withdrawal. It is here we can experience a kind of inbreathing and 

outbreathing of spiritual transformation. 

For example, the disciplines of engagement include Scripture study and 

participating in the disciplines as a community. Sabbath, in one sense, “is an 

island of get-to in a sea of have-to.”6 But as important as these are, I believe 

culturally where we struggle the most may be in the exhale of the disciplines 

of withdrawal. In a world of bottomless to-do lists, we need to learn the art of 

to-stop lists. A training of our “no” muscles in a world that wants to say “yes” 

to everything.

A few examples of the disciplines of withdrawal are silence, fasting, and 

frugality or chastity. But the foundation of them all, the soil in which the others 

take root and grow, is solitude. Solitude isn’t an occasion for an overindulgent 

introspection, but the discipline of getting alone to think, to pray, process or 

even to just be for awhile. 

Jesus was a master of solitude. “And rising very early in the morning, while 

it was still dark, he departed and went out to a desolate place, and there he 

prayed. And Simon and those who were with him searched for him, and they 

found him and said to him, ‘Everyone is looking for you.’” (Mark 1:35-37) When 

more people were crying out for healing, when He had the words of life for the 

masses, when His disciples were hungering to usher in the Kingdom of God, 

Jesus entered the rest of solitude. 
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One of my favorite times on my family’s Sabbath day is early in the morning. 

Before I hear the cries of “Dada,” it’s there in the silence of a french press I 

hear from God in Scripture and prayer. Before the birds sing their morning 

melodies, I hear from my own heart. A time when the thoughts and feelings 

that were only a steady hum under the noise of life, in those moments, 

become the main melody. 

Only in the sweet gift of solitude, the discipline of withdrawal from people who 

cling to us or the routines we cling to for identity, can we rest in God’s still and 

quiet voice. 

Lastly, a vital next step in the process of trying to take a Sabbath is to 

be accountable for your Sabbath time. Sabbath, though certainly 

containing times of solitude, is not ultimately a private enterprise. It requires 

community, which provides the encouraging voice of others who hold you 

accountable to your weekly discipline of withdrawal, who learn to respect that 

particular day as a time for you to stop, and who will even be helping hands 

throughout the week to make it a possibility. Even though you need time alone, 

you can’t do this alone.

Looking to the Ultimate Sabbath Rest

But if we won’t reach out, “if we do not regularly quit work for one day a week, 

we take ourselves far too seriously. The moral sweat pouring off our brows 

blinds our eyes to the action of God in and around us,”7 and no matter how 

hard we try, we will frustratingly fail at trying to do God’s job.

It’s time to change. It’s time to embrace God’s design, to take seriously the 

the Lord of the Sabbath. Embrace His rest deep within your restless heart and 

allow His yoke to shape your busy calendar. For on the days we intentionally 

stop and rest, we joyfully remember that our work is not the ultimate definition 

of who we are. Instead, it is Christ’s finished work on the cross that defines us, 
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and God’s boundless rest that brings peace, and so we look forward to that 

day...that great eternal Sabbath to come where healthy rhythms of work and 

rest will encompass God’s new creation.

May the words of Hebrews 4 be our charge: “So then, there remains a 

Sabbath rest for the people of God, for whoever has entered God’s rest has 

also rested from his works as God did from His. Let us therefore strive to 

enter that rest.”

  R E F L E C T I O N

Re�ect on the following questions.

� Why do you think our culture is in such a hurry? Why is it that being too 

busy is such a common complaint we make? Why are we too busy?
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� In Genesis 1-2, why do you think the creation account includes the narrative 

of God resting on the seventh day? In light of God’s resting on the seventh 

day and what you read in this chapter, what is important for you to change 

or consider regarding your busy schedule?

� Read Mark 2:23-28. Why, as Gabe mentioned, is it important to see the 

Sabbath as a Person and not just a day? What changes about the way you 

think about Sabbath when you see it as the Person, Jesus? What do you 

think Jesus meant when He said, “The Sabbath was made for man...and 

not man for the Sabbath”?

and God’s boundless rest that brings peace, and so we look forward to that 

day...that great eternal Sabbath to come where healthy rhythms of work and 

rest will encompass God’s new creation.

May the words of Hebrews 4 be our charge: “So then, there remains a 

Sabbath rest for the people of God, for whoever has entered God’s rest has 

also rested from his works as God did from His. Let us therefore strive to 

enter that rest.”

  R E F L E C T I O N

Re�ect on the following questions.

� Why do you think our culture is in such a hurry? Why is it that being too 

busy is such a common complaint we make? Why are we too busy?
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� In the chapter, Gabe mentioned the spiritual disciplines of withdrawal. Dallas 

Willard breaks the spiritual disciplines into two categories: disciplines of 

engagement and disciplines of withdrawal. We will look into the disciplines 

of engagement in the next chapter, but here is an example of some of the 

disciplines of withdrawal:8

Sabbath: Sabbath is God’s gift of repetitive and regular rest. It is given 

for our delight and communion with God. Time for being in the midst 

of doing particularly characterizes the Sabbath.

Silence: Silence is a regenerative practice of attending and listening to 

God in quiet, without interruption and noise. Silence provides freedom 

from speaking as well as from listening to words or music.

Solitude: The practice of solitude involves scheduling enough 

uninterrupted time in a distraction-free environment that you 

experience isolation and are alone with God. 

Secrecy: Secrecy is practicing the spirit of Christ, reflected in 

hiddenness, anonymity, lack of display and the holding of confidences. 

Simplicity: Simplicity aims at loosening inordinate attachment to 

owning and having. Simplicity brings freedom and, with it, generosity.
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� Reflect on these disciplines, and for a moment think about how Jesus 

embodied, practiced, or taught each of these disciplines of withdrawal:

Prayer:

Sabbath:

Silence:

Solitude:

Secrecy:

Simplicity:

� How does Jesus’ life highlight the importance of withdrawal? In particular, 

how might Jesus’ life enable you to more regularly practice the Sabbath? 

To truly rest from your work one day a week?
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 D I S C I P L I N E

The Discipline of Sabbath

� Enter the yoke of Jesus this week by practicing the discipline of Sabbath. 

Pull out your calendar and schedule an all-day event for your day off and 

title it “Sabbath.”

� Brainstorm about ways to make the day unique:

� How can you uniquely serve your friends or family on that day?

� What is a way you can celebrate the Sabbath?

� What do you need to unplug from so that you are truly not working on 

this day? 

� What other disciplines might you engage in on that day (Prayer? Fasting? 

Solitude? Secrecy?)
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 D I S C I P L I N E

The Discipline of Sabbath

� Enter the yoke of Jesus this week by practicing the discipline of Sabbath. 

Pull out your calendar and schedule an all-day event for your day off and 

title it “Sabbath.”

� Brainstorm about ways to make the day unique:

� How can you uniquely serve your friends or family on that day?

� What is a way you can celebrate the Sabbath?

� What do you need to unplug from so that you are truly not working on 

this day? 

� What other disciplines might you engage in on that day (Prayer? Fasting? 

Solitude? Secrecy?)

 G R O U P  G A T H E R I N G

Watch the video for Session 4.
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As a group, discuss the following.

� Why do you think it is so hard for us to rest in our culture? Why is it that 

Americans tend to brag about not taking their vacation time? Why is it so 

hard for us to take a full day of rest from our work? 

� Gabe and Tom talked about this “eternal inner murmur of self-reproach” 

always telling us that we aren’t doing enough, we aren’t good enough, there 

is still more to accomplish. How have you heard this voice in your own life? 

How have you felt pressure to always be doing more? Why do you think we 

tie our identity so closely to what we accomplish?

� Read Matthew 11:28-30. How can Jesus say that His yoke provides rest? 

How should following Jesus enable us to experience rest? Why do you 

think what Jesus promises us is so often not what we experience?

� At the end of the video, Tom and Gabe shared different ways they practice 

the Sabbath. What is one way you have tried to rest from work on your day 

off that you can share with the rest of the group? What is one thing from 

work you have struggled to rest from on your day off?

Break into smaller groups for prayer.

� Share with one another what in your life takes the place of (or keeps you 

from) rest.

� Pray for one another and ask not just for relief, but for the rest Jesus offers 

in His yoke. Rest from that voice that is telling you to always do. Rest in the 

completed work of Jesus Christ.
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 P R E P A R E  F O R  S E S S I O N  5

In preparation for the next Group Gathering, read and complete the Reading, 

Re�ection, and Discipline sections of Session 5.
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  R E A D I N G

When I began working with Brian, my trainer at the YMCA, to learn 

weightlifting, one of the very first things he taught me was the importance of 

working opposing muscle groups. If you only work on your chest but not your 

back, for example, you end up using pushing motions but not pulling motions. 

The end result is not just that you’ll look odd, with some muscle groups much 

larger than others, but you risk long-term injury and posture problems. 

The same is true with the spiritual disciplines. In previous sessions, we have 

explored disciplines of withdrawal—rest, solitude, fasting—and these are 

essential. But if we only rest, we neglect who we are as workers made in the 

image of a working God. If we only withdraw in solitude, we miss that we are 

made for community and relationship by the Triune God—Father, Son, Holy 

Spirit—who is Community and Relationship. If we only fast, we become dour 

people who fail to exhibit the celebration that the good news of the gospel 

can’t help but produce in those it has transformed.

B I L L  G O R M A N
 Campus Pastor-Brookside
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Most of us will be inclined to more easily participate in either the disciplines 

of engagement or the disciplines of withdrawal. I would always rather bench 

press than do pull-ups. But we need both. 

However, when it comes to the gym and to taking on Jesus’ yoke, we often 

don’t know where to start. We need direction, a plan. How do I get started? 

How does that assisted pull-up machine work? What does it mean to practice 

celebration as a discipline?

This is Session 5. You’ve been going along pretty well and now you’re thinking: 

I want to grow. I’m gaining a compelling vision. I am ready to make some 

intentions. But what are the means? What does it mean in practice to take 

on Jesus’ yoke? What are the actual practices, activities, and habits I should 

begin incorporating into my life? Great questions. But before we look at 

those specific practices, we need to remember again the big Why of all this, 

the vision. 

Putting the Gospel on Video

Remember, a spiritual discipline is something you can do in order to help you 

do something you can’t. They are not about trying harder but training better. 

The disciplines help us put the gospel on video. What do I mean by that? 

Pastor Tim Keller uses a helpful illustration in his book Counterfeit Gods.1 

He explains that many Christians have the gospel on audio. If you are listening 

to music or a podcast, you can be doing all sorts of other things—cleaning, 

mowing the lawn, doing the dishes. But when you watch a movie or a TV 

show, it fills your vision, arrests your attention.

This is what the disciplines do for the gospel. They take it from being 

something that we know with our heads—something that is on in the 

background—and make it something that captures our hearts and 

imaginations so that it changes everything. 
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In other words, the disciplines aren’t about getting God to love us or bless us. 

He has already loved and blessed us to the nth degree in and through Jesus. 

Rather, the disciplines are about making the reality of the love, acceptance, 

and blessing that are ours in Jesus come alive in our hearts in ways that 

transform our approach to everything. 

So how do we do this? What are those practices that put the gospel on video? 

We find the answer in the ancient wisdom tradition of Israel.

Proverbs: The Practices of a Wise Life

The book of Proverbs is eminently practical because wisdom is practical. 

Wisdom—as distinct from simply information, facts, or data—is skill in living 

life well. It is not just knowing what can be done but what should be done; it’s 

not just knowing what is right but about being the kind of person who can do 

what’s right.

In Proverbs 3:1-12, we find a broad example of training in godliness. What we 

find in these verses is a father instructing his son how to live a truly good and 

wise life. The passage begins this way:

My son, do not forget my teaching, but let your heart keep my 

commandments, for length of days and years of life and peace they 

will add to you. Let not steadfast love and faithfulness forsake you; 

bind them around your neck; write them on the tablet of your heart. 

(Proverbs 3:1–3)

The first practice the father gives his son is the practice of remembrance: “do 

not forget my teaching.” If we want to grow in Jesus’ yoke, we must know, love, 

treasure—in short, remember—His teaching. We must love and meditate on 

the Scriptures.
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This leads us to the second practice the father gives his son, a practice of 

obedience: “let your heart keep [or “obey”] my commandments.” It is not 

simply enough to know, to remember, Jesus’ precepts—we must also emulate 

His practices. Growth in Jesus’ yoke is impossible apart from obedience. If you 

want be more like Jesus, obey Him. Do what He says. But this obedience is 

born not out of a harsh submission to the law but rather from a deep love for 

Jesus as we learn in His easy yoke. 

The disciplines are the bridge between what we believe and how we live. How 

we live is not always linked to how we believe. The yoke is how we bridge the 

gap, and the spiritual disciplines are what we can do (for example, prayer) in 

order to do what we can’t (for example, love our enemies). 

Notice that steadfast love and faithfulness are what we need to have tied 

around our necks and written on our hearts. This is another way of saying 

we need to put the gospel on video. God’s steadfast love and faithfulness 

are expressed most fully in the gospel. That is what we need to write on our 

hearts. The disciplines are how the writing happens.

What happens when we do this is that we are able to trust God’s ways and His 

understanding rather than our own. 

Trust in the LORD with all your heart, and do not lean on your own 

understanding. In all your ways acknowledge him, and he will make 

straight your paths. Be not wise in your own eyes; fear the LORD, and 

turn away from evil. It will be healing to your flesh and refreshment to 

your bones. (Proverbs 3:5-8)

When we trust God and lean on His understanding, the result is “healing to 

your flesh and refreshment to your bones.” (Proverbs 3:8) In other words, 

remembrance and obedience lead to the rest that Jesus promises to those 

who enter His yoke and train with Him. 
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These two broad practices of remembrance and obedience are at the heart of 

the spiritual disciplines. But what are some other specific practices that help us 

grow in the yoke with Jesus? 

Disciplines of Engagement

Here are few disciplines of engagement that help us remember and obey. 

Study. The discipline of study is distinct from reading the Bible devotionally. 

The discipline of study involves taking a portion of Scripture—from as short as 

one word or verse to as long as a whole book of the Bible—and using tools 

such as a study Bible, Bible atlas, Bible handbooks and encyclopedias, and 

commentaries to grow in our understanding of God’s Word. Jesus loved and 

studied God’s Word. He quoted it when He was tempted in the wilderness and 

taught it in the synagogues of Israel. 

The discipline of study can also involve learning theology, taking a class, 

listening to podcasts of sermons and other teaching, etc. in order to gain a 

fuller understanding of God and the world He has made. 

Worship. For the Christian, all of life is worship. Your work during the week is 

worship when it is offered as one part of a whole life that is devoted to God. 

But the discipline worship involves setting aside specific times for focused 

attention on enjoying and praising God. This happens most commonly during 

a Sunday worship service. But it can also be practiced individually or in 

small groups. 

Celebration. This is probably the most surprising discipline on the list. 

Celebration… as a discipline? Celebration involves enjoying and giving thanks 

for all the good gifts God has given us. Throw a party! Enjoy good food, 

drink, and conversation. Make time to mark and celebrate God’s work and 

goodness in your life. Holidays are natural times for this. Christmas, Easter, 
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Thanksgiving—these are built-in times of celebration. But have you considered 

taking an evening to celebrate with friends the good news of a pregancy, a 

promotion, or some other provision or gift from God in your life? Jesus’ first 

miracle was turning water into wine to keep a wedding reception going strong. 

Talk about celebration!

Service. The discipline of service is following Jesus’ example when he took 

up the basin and towel and washed His disciples’ feet. Jesus came not to be 

served but to serve. Service is about selflessly and sacrificially meeting the 

needs of others in practical ways. Service can look like making a meal for a 

family in your community group dealing with an illness, participating in a work 

day with a ministry partner, or rocking babies in the nursery so that parents 

can practice the discipline of worship. The possibilities for service in the church 

and in the world are endless. 

Fellowship. The discipline of fellowship is more than just hanging out after 

church or attending a potluck. The discipline of fellowship, or the discipline 

of Christian spiritual friendship, is about intentionally sharing life with other 

followers of Jesus. It is in the discipline of fellowship that we practice the 

“one anothers” of Scripture—to love one another, encourage one another, 

pray for one another, build one another up, spur one another on to love and 

good deeds.

Confession. James 5:16 tells us that Christians should confess their sins to 

one another so that we can experience wholeness and healing. Confessing 

sin to another person and hearing that person proclaim to you afresh the 

sufficiency of Christ’s forgiveness is a powerful and tangible way of breaking 

patterns of sin and making our experience of God’s grace far more real than it 

would be otherwise.
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A Keystone Habit of Engagement

In Session 3, Pastor Nathan introduced us to the concept of a keystone habit, 

a habit that encourages a whole series of other habits. A keystone habit is like 

the deadlift in weight training. The deadlift simply involves lifting weight off the 

floor and raising it to your waist. It is basically just bending over and picking 

something up, but it is the one lift that works nearly every major muscle in 

your body. 

I want to suggest what I think could be the keystone habit for the disciplines 

of engagement: one discipline that if you put it into practice will naturally 

encourage and produce many of the disciplines of engagement. It is the 

discipline of generosity. 

We see this discipline in Proverbs 3:9-10. “Honor the LORD with your wealth 

and with the firstfruits of all your produce; then your barns will be filled with 

plenty, and your vats will be bursting with wine.”

You may be wondering: But what makes you think that generosity, rather than, 

say, study or service, is the keystone habit? Great question. What convinced 

me is what Jesus says about money and generosity in the Gospels. 

In Matthew 6:21 Jesus says, “For where your treasure is, there your heart 

will be also.” Eugene Peterson paraphrases it this way in The Message: “It’s 

obvious, isn’t it? The place where your treasure is, is the place you will most 

want to be, and end up being.” (Matthew 6:21)

So how does this work? If you implement the practice of generosity with your 

finances, you will find yourself drawn more deeply into fellowship and service in 

your local church and community. Why? Because you are far more inclined to 

give of your time and yourself when you have given of your money. 
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You’ll be drawn into the discipline of celebration because financial generosity 

makes you more dependent on God and makes you far more aware of His 

provision for you—not just financially but in all things. When you thank God in 

generosity, you are going to thank Him in celebration.

Worship and confession deal with our deepest loves and desires. When you 

begin practicing financial generosity, you’ll see right away what your heart truly 

treasures, and this will provide opportunities for both worship and confession. 

So how do we practice the discipline of generosity? First, we need to know 

that God owns it all. Psalm 24:1-2 proclaims: “The earth is the LORD’s, and 

all it contains, the world, and those who dwell in it.”2 It’s here we find the 

critical, initial insight to the discipline of stewardship: God owns it all. God 

doesn’t just care about 10%. He cares about 100%! Martin Luther said: 

“For each of us there must not only be the conversion of the heart and mind, 

but the conversion of the purse.”3 And not just our treasure, but our time and 

talent. Everything.

Second, we need to know that God wants our first and our best. One of the 

most compelling passages on this topic comes from Nehemiah 10:28-39. 

The greatest emphasis in chapter 10 is their commitment to the giving of 

their firstfruits resources to God. They are embracing God’s design from 

His revealed word. God wants our first and our best. Always.

Giving our firstfruits implies that we give the first and best parts of our income 

back to God, not our leftovers. We see this vividly in the gospel, don’t we? 

What did God give? His one and only Son. Talk about firstfruits! 

Third, we need to know that God loves His house. In Nehemiah 10 the phrase 

“the household of God” occurs nine times in vv. 32-39. Nehemiah 10:39 says, 

“…we will not neglect the house of our God.” Israel was neglecting the house 

of God. Malachi refers to it as “robbing God” (Malachi 3:7-12).
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If we follow this movement in the New Testament, the focus of the household 

of God shifts from the Old Testament covenant people of Israel to the church. 

We are to be about good works, but especially (though not exclusively!) to 

those in the “household of faith.” Our primary generosity is to be directed to 

our local church! God loves His house, and He calls us to love it too in tangible 

ways through our generosity.

Okay, Bill, I get it. But seriously, can you just tell me how much? A percent? 

An amount? Help me out. To that I say: Begin where you are and grow. Ten 

percent is a great benchmark. But for some of us, it can’t be the starting line. 

That’s great. Begin where you are and grow. If you’re not giving, start. If you’re 

giving a little, try to give a little more. But ten percent also isn’t a finish line. We 

can keeping growing beyond it in our generosity. 

C. S. Lewis is always incredibly helpful and convicting to me here. He writes, 

I do not believe one can settle how much we ought to give. I am afraid 

the only safe rule is to give more than we can spare. In other words, if 

our expenditure on comforts, luxuries, amusements, etc., is up to the 

standard common among those with the same income as our own, 

we are probably giving away too little. If our giving does not at all pinch 

or hamper us, I should say it is too small. There ought to be things 

we should like to do and cannot because our commitment to giving 

excludes them.4

I hope that it’s clear in this that we are not preaching a prosperity gospel: If you 

give more, you’ll get more. Put $10 in the offering box and you’ll find $20 on 

the sidewalk. But we’re also not preaching a poverty gospel: Get rid of all your 

stuff, and finally you’ll be free from the bondage of material possessions! We 

don’t see that in God’s design or the gospel. 
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Rather, we are to proclaim a generous gospel through and through, one where 

God gave out of the overflow of His person and gave sacrificially so that we 

might have life and life abundantly. It is out of His life in us that we are able to 

be generous to His church and others without expecting anything in return. 

When we enter this discipline of generosity, we will find ourselves drawn into 

all other disciplines of engagement.

  R E F L E C T I O N

Re�ect on the following questions.

� Why is it so easy for the gospel to be on “audio” in our lives—for it to fade 

into the background and not be the focus of our attention? Would you say 

the gospel is now front and center in your life? If not, why not?
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� Read Proverbs 3:1-12. What does this passage reveal to you about God? 

Of what shortcomings does Proverbs 3 make you aware that you need to 

confess and repent?

� Why did Jesus say our generosity and treatment of money are central to 

our being (see Matthew 6:21)? How have you seen money drive your heart 

in directions away from Jesus? How have you seen generosity be a catalyst 

for your spiritual growth—or the growth of others?

Rather, we are to proclaim a generous gospel through and through, one where 

God gave out of the overflow of His person and gave sacrificially so that we 

might have life and life abundantly. It is out of His life in us that we are able to 

be generous to His church and others without expecting anything in return. 

When we enter this discipline of generosity, we will find ourselves drawn into 

all other disciplines of engagement.

  R E F L E C T I O N

Re�ect on the following questions.

� Why is it so easy for the gospel to be on “audio” in our lives—for it to fade 

into the background and not be the focus of our attention? Would you say 

the gospel is now front and center in your life? If not, why not?
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 D I S C I P L I N E

The Discipline of Engagement

In the chapter, Bill briefly unpacked many of the disciplines of engagement (i.e., 

study, worship, celebration, service, fellowship, confession). Throughout this 

series on the Yoke, we have been arguing that these disciplines, which Jesus 

Himself practiced and encouraged us to practice, are the means by which 

we change. We’ve been saying that we cannot change by trying harder, but 

by training better. Take a moment and reflect on how these disciplines have 

encouraged growth in your life. If you haven’t practiced the discipline, just leave 

the space blank.

Study:

Worship:

Celebration:

Service:

Fellowship:

Confession:
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� Get out your smartphone, calendar, or whatever you use to schedule your 

week, and schedule time for one of these disciplines this week. Maybe 

you are serving in Children’s Ministries this week, maybe you have a party 

planned for your Community Group, or maybe you plan to sit down and 

read this week. Whatever it is, block out time to participate in one of the 

disciplines of engagement.

 G R O U P  G A T H E R I N G

Watch the video for Session 5.

 D I S C I P L I N E

The Discipline of Engagement

In the chapter, Bill briefly unpacked many of the disciplines of engagement (i.e., 

study, worship, celebration, service, fellowship, confession). Throughout this 

series on the Yoke, we have been arguing that these disciplines, which Jesus 

Himself practiced and encouraged us to practice, are the means by which 

we change. We’ve been saying that we cannot change by trying harder, but 

by training better. Take a moment and reflect on how these disciplines have 

encouraged growth in your life. If you haven’t practiced the discipline, just leave 

the space blank.

Study:

Worship:

Celebration:

Service:

Fellowship:

Confession:
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As a group, discuss the following.

� How do you see Jesus reflect generosity in His life? What are some of the 

ways God has been generous to you in your life? 

� Read Acts 20:31-35. Paul’s final words to the Ephesian elders are a 

quote from Jesus, “It is more blessed to give than receive.” Why do you 

think he chose those as his last words of advice? How have you personally 

experienced what Jesus said—that the person who gives is more blessed 

than the person who receives? 

� What do you think about Tom saying that our generosity should flow first to 

the things God loves? What do you think about the idea of the local church 

being a primary place for your generosity? 

� Why do you think Jesus says our heart is located with our treasure? Why 

does Jesus so closely link the way we spend our money with the condition 

of our hearts?

Break into smaller groups for prayer.

� Spend time giving an honest assessment of your spiritual condition in light 

of your treasure. Does your generosity reflect the generosity of God—with 

your time, talent, treasure?

� When you are done, read 2 Corinthians 8:9 and ask that your treasure 

would ultimately rest in Christ’s love for you, and that your generosity would 

flow out of Christ’s generosity towards you.
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 P R E P A R E  F O R  S E S S I O N  6

In preparation for the next Group Gathering, read and complete the Reading, 

Re�ection, and Discipline sections of Session 6.
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  R E A D I N G

I have only cursed out one person in my entire life. Now, this may seem terrible 

(and it is!), but considering who I was in high school, it is a miracle of God my 

list has just one person on it. I was a teenager with a fierce anger problem, and 

one day I brought it out on the last person who would ever deserve it.

His name was John Young. He was, without question, one of the best 

Christians I have ever met. He was patient, holy, and kind. He spoke and lived 

like he knew God, not like God was a distant relative who lived a few states 

away, but like he spoke with God every day. He was my good friend Mitch’s 

father, and I loved spending time in their house because of John. I wanted to 

be John.

Mitch and I played on the golf team together in high school, and when we were 

paired in the same group, John would follow us along the course and root for 

us. Now that I have mentioned golf, you might understand what is about to 

happen…

T I M  S P A N B U R G
 Campus Pastor-Shawnee
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I was playing really well, and on a short par 3, only about 110 yards, I hit a ball 

that appeared to be a good shot, but when we got to the green, we couldn’t 

find it. Mitch and I looked for it, but our opponents, breaking proper golf 

etiquette, did not help us look for the ball. I took the full five minutes allotted 

to us—when finally one of our opponents said, “That’s a lost ball. You have to 

take a penalty shot and go back to the tee and hit again.” 

I was fuming. These opponents had been rude since the round started—said 

mean things, had talked while I was trying to hit—and my anger had grown 

throughout the round. Now they refused to help me look for a ball that should 

have been easy to find. Now I was really angry. Angry that I lost my ball. Angry 

I was going to make a bad score on the hole. Angry my opponents didn’t help 

me look. Angry at life. Angry about whatever didn’t go right that day. My heart 

flooded with rage.

As I was walking back to the tee, John said something to me. I don’t remember 

what it was, although I’m sure it was probably the most encouraging thing 

anyone ever tried to say to me. I didn’t care because I was angry—and I lashed 

out at him. John was silent, let me do whatever it was I was doing, and let me 

walk past him. I do not remember what I said, only that it was terrible and I 

instantly regretted it. 

I hit my ball and saw John off in the distance. I regretted everything I had said, 

and, in a defeated voice, I said to myself, I will never be like him. 

Maybe that’s you. You know your flaws. Your mistakes. And whether you are a 

Christian or not, you do not want those flaws and mistakes to define you. Yet, 

in your home with your kids, at work with your colleagues, or out with friends, 

your weaknesses are defining you.

And now you have spent several weeks reflecting on what it means to be 

yoked with Jesus. Maybe you are trying your hardest to follow Jesus. You want 
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to be like Jesus. You want to be like the mature Christians you know. But the 

harder you work at this Christian thing, the lower your head sinks and, like me, 

you say with defeat, I will never be like that.

At times, following Jesus makes me feel like I’m attempting to swim from 

California to Hawaii. Or pole vault a canyon. I can give it everything I have, but 

we all know what is about to happen.

This is why Matthew 11:28-30 fills me with hope. It is not just that Jesus offers 

me intimacy with Him (Come to me…), that He sees my hard work (...all who 

labor…), that He offers me rest (...you will find rest for your souls…), that He 

actually offers me the means to change (...take My yoke upon you…)—those 

things give me hope. But this is the line that I grab onto with everything in me—

For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light…

I have always wondered what Jesus meant by that. How is His yoke easy? 

Why is His burden light? What does that mean?

To answer that question, I want to unpack Ephesians 4. Ephesians 4 answers 

every question that Matthew 11:30 raises for me. It gives me confidence, not 

just that Jesus’ yoke is actually easier, that the burden He lays on my back is 

lighter than the burdens I carry myself, but that I can actually change. That the 

words, I will never be like that... need never cross my lips again.

Why not? Well, let’s start with Ephesians 4:7-8: “But grace was given to each 

one of us according to the measure of Christ’s gift. Therefore it says: ‘When he 

ascended on high he led a host of captives, and he gave gifts to me.’”

Paul points out that, if you are in Christ, you have been given grace according 

to the measure of Christ’s gift. What does that mean? To explain himself, Paul 

quotes Psalm 68. That may seem odd, until you read Psalm 68. Go there now. 

Read Psalm 68.
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Even more confused now? Why does Paul connect Psalm 68 to God’s grace 

given to us?

Psalm 68 is about one thing—God is going to scatter His enemies. The 

Psalmist reflects on this truth in many ways—the fatherless are going to now 

have a Father, the widows are now going to have protection, those unjustly in 

prison will find prosperity, and everything and everyone who rebels against 

God will be driven away! 

Then, in Psalm 68:18, the verse Paul quotes in Ephesians 4, the Psalmist 

depicts God as a victorious king who has defeated His enemies. In ancient 

times, when a king conquered his enemies, he plundered them, took their 

gold, their riches, their wealth, and then the king would distribute that gold and 

wealth to his people, to his army and his people for faithfully fighting for him.

That is why Paul uses Psalm 68 in Ephesians 4. Jesus has conquered 

everything in this world. Your anger. Conquered. Your sin. Conquered. Satan. 

Conquered. Death, temptation—everything in this world that seeks your ruin—

Jesus took on the cross with Him and defeated it. 

And now Jesus, our conquering king, gives out the spoils of His victory. Life. 

Grace. Power. Kindness. Above all, the Holy Spirit. God Himself is dwelling 

within you, making you into a new creation. You are yoked to someone who 

has defeated death itself.  Let that sink into your heart. The person who has 

invited you to be yoked with Him has defeated everything that can destroy you. 

You can change.
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Paul doesn’t stop there. Jesus, from His position of power, now distributes 

gifts to His church: 

And he gave the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, the 

shepherds and teachers, to equip the saints for the work of ministry, 

for building up the body of Christ, until we all attain the unity of the 

faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to mature manhood, 

to the measure of stature of the fullness of Christ, so that we may no 

longer be children, tossed to and fro by the waves and carried about 

by every wind of doctrine, by human cunning, by craftiness in deceitful 

schemes…(Ephesians 4:11-13)

The first reason Jesus’ yoke is easy is because His power is limitless. The 

second reason Jesus’ yoke is easy is because you are not alone. He has given 

you the church.

Depending on your history, the church may not seem like a gift or like much 

of a help in assisting you to change. In fact, the church often may be a reason 

you’ve given up hope for change. Sadly, the church often does not function as 

God designed her. In many cases it is a place of great pain and hurt, not help. 

Paul would have known this more than any Christian in his day. Read Acts and 

the New Testament letters Paul wrote, and it does not take long to find that 

Christians were often the source of greatest pain for Paul. They ridiculed him. 

They made his life difficult. They mocked him. If anyone had a reason to give 

up on the church, it was Paul. 

Yet, Paul writes with great hope for the church here in Ephesians 4. The church 

is where God takes sinners and gifts them with spiritual gifts. The church is 

where the people with the gift of the Holy Spirit gather together, and this Spirit 

equips all of us with gifts, spiritual gifts, to serve one another.
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And look what they do for Christians—they lead us to maturity (until we attain...

the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ), they give us stability (so 

that we may no longer be children, tossed to and fro by the waves…), they 

protect us from the evil one (so that we may no longer...be carried about by 

every wind of doctrine, by human cunning, by craftiness in deceitful schemes). 

If you are a Christian, you have gifts. You are a saint who is equipped for the 

work of the ministry (v. 12)! This has two important implications:

The church needs you. Where are you serving now? Whom are you serving 

in the church? Ephesians 4 is clear: you have a responsibility to see others 

grow in their maturity in Christ. That is why God gives you spiritual gifts, why 

He equips you. The church needs you, and God is equipping you to help 

others change and grow into maturity and Christlikeness. If the Christians 

around you are going to change, going to be freed from their sin, and live into 

the fullness of the yoke of Christ, they need your help. Your encouragement, 

your gifts, your prayers over their lives.

You need the church. The yoke to which Jesus invites you is not just 

“you and Jesus.” It is you, Jesus, the church, your community group, and 

all the Christians you are worshipping alongside. Think of the riches in that 

community, the many gifts there to help you change. 

Granted, the church is broken. After all, we must expect the gospel to attract 

people who have short tempers, who gossip, who are self-righteous and 

struggle with pride. They need the gospel too, which means the church will be 

flooded with broken people. These broken people will at times make you feel 

like they are impeding your growth, not helping it.

In these moments we cannot forget Jesus’ words, “It is the not the healthy who 

need a doctor, but the sick.” (Mark 2:17) This defines the church as a hospital 

for sinners, not a museum of saints. Yes, there is brokenness in the church, but 
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also there are people whom God has raised up in your life to help you change. 

Beautiful, godly people, the kind of people you might curse out in anger, only 

to see them pray for you.

After my round of golf finished, the round of golf where I cursed out one of 

the best Christians I have ever met, John spoke to me. I was terrified of what 

he would say. I thought a lecture was coming, a disappointing look, or an 

angry stare. Instead, he looked at me and with a wry smile said, “That was a 

frustrating round, wasn’t it?” He gently put his hand on my shoulder, and grace 

flooded my heart. 

When you are surrounded by people like this, of course you’ll change. What 

else could happen to you?

Jesus’ yoke is easy because His power is limitless, because He puts you in 

a community of people to help you, and, lastly, His yoke is easy because of a 

promise God has made to you. Look at Ephesians 4:15-16:

Rather, in every way into him who is the head, into Christ, from whom 

the whole body, joined and held together by every joint with which it is 

equipped, when each part is working properly, makes the body grow 

so that it builds itself up in love.

You are not just Christian, you are “in Christ.” A part of His body. And Christ 

is growing that body into maturity, held together by His grace and built up in 

His love. Christ has promised that you will mature. That you are His, and He 

is Yours. 

You can never look at Jesus and say, “I’ll never be like that.” You are that! Right 

now! You are in Christ. It may not look like much now—maybe you think you 

are Christ’s toenail, and maybe you are. But you are still His. And if you are His, 
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then you are like Him. That is not just your destiny. That is not just where you’re 

headed. You are in Christ now! What a promise!

Do you believe that? Has that promise defined your reality? Jesus has not just 

invited you to be yoked to Him, but to be in Him, united to Him in His love and 

grace for you.

I have begun to see that one of the main reasons I struggle to change is 

because I do not really believe the promises of God. I agree with them, but I do 

not believe them. My anger boils because I do not believe Christ is my joy. My 

discontent grows because I do not delight in the word of God spoken over my 

life, the Scriptures.

This is why Scripture memorization is now a part of my plan to change. To 

become like Jesus. To put God’s word so deep into my heart that I know it. It’s 

there, even if I forget it. As Psalm 119:11 says, “I have stored up your word in 

my heart that I might not sin against you.” 

After a long season in my life where I have prioritized memorizing Scripture, I 

understand the truth of this verse. Now, when I want to be angry, new words 

come to my heart, Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons 

of God. When my selfish heart rears itself, I hear a different voice, For whoever 

would save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for my sake will find 

it. When I question God’s love for me, whether or not I can really enter into 

His presence, I don’t hear accusation, I hear God’s grace, There is therefore 

now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus. (Matthew 5:9, 

Matthew 16:25, Romans 8:1)

You will never be able to work so hard that you become like Christ. But you 

can put His word deep in your heart, and you’ll find His voice becomes louder 

than your own. And, over time, that is the voice you will listen to. All other 
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voices will fade away, and the Word of God will dwell in your heart and lead 

your every step.

So this week, start small. Memorize Psalm 1 or Matthew 11:28-30. Take a 

verse a day, meditate on it, dwell on it, put it deep into your heart. Memorize it.

That way, in your moment of weakness, when you’re ready to give up or 

you start to think that you cannot change, the voice you hear doesn’t say, 

You’ll never be like that… But it says instead, Grace was given to each of us 

according to the measure of Christ’s gift.

  R E F L E C T I O N

Re�ect on the following questions.

� Take a moment and dream about the person you long to become. Write out 

what would be different about you. What would change about the way your 

coworkers would see you? How would your family see you differently? 
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� What is keeping you from that change? What do you love more than Christ 

that prevents you from becoming that person? What do you want more 

than Christ that prevents you from becoming that person? 

� Read Ephesians 2-4. (Yes, three whole chapters.) As you read, write 

down every reason you can find that gives you hope that you can change. 

You will change. Write out the resources God has given you, the promises 

God has made to you, and the hope God has filled you with that give you 

the confidence you will become the person you long to become.
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 D I S C I P L I N E

The Discipline of Memorization

� Throughout his life, Jesus quoted Scripture from memory. He quoted 

from Psalm 22 on the cross, He quoted from the Old Testament during 

His temptation, and He quoted Psalm 110 when the Jewish leaders 

questioned His authority. Jesus knew the Scriptures by heart, and that is an 

encouragement for us to practice the same thing.

� This week, spend time memorizing God’s word. Take your time, maybe a 

verse a day, read it over and over again, dwelling on each word. Here are 

some suggestions for Scriptures you could memorize:

Matthew 11:25-30

Psalm 1

Ephesians 2:1-10

Isaiah 61:1-3
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 G R O U P  G A T H E R I N G

Watch the video for Session 6.
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 G R O U P  G A T H E R I N G

Watch the video for Session 6.
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As a group, discuss the following.

� Why do you think it is so easy for religion to become legalistic? For religious 

people to say, “If you keep these rules, God will like you”? Why does it seem 

that our default mode of following God is to make ourselves good enough 

to be worthy of Him?

� Read Galatians 5:15-18. What do you think Paul means when he 

encourages us to “walk in the Spirit”? What would that practically look like 

in your life? 

� After reading the chapter and watching the video, how would you answer 

these questions: How can Jesus say His yoke is easy? How is Jesus’ 

burden light? 

� Why is community so important to change? How can your community 

group be a place that helps one another grow into maturity in Christ? What 

specifically can your group do together to see that you become more like 

Christ?

Break into smaller groups for prayer.

� Spend time encouraging one another. Have each person go around the 

group and share one quality they see in each member in your smaller 

group that reflects Christ. 

� Spend time in prayer, thanking God for the Holy Spirit, and ask for the Spirit  

to help you overcome your sin. Thank God for the beauty of Jesus’ life, and 

ask God for the power to grow into maturity and Christlikeness.
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